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WASHINGTON. D. C.
WAR EFFORT INDICES
MANPOWER

_

National labor force, Jan
Unemployed, Jan
-

^Mnn'ooo
.qtMa'MO

Nonagrlcultural workers, Jan... 39.838, wo

Percent Increase slnpe June 1940.

Parm employment, Feb. 1,1942-

B, 940.000

Percent decrease since June 1940.

(In niiUiontt
of (IoUar«)

FINANCE

June lOiO to latest reportinf/ date
Authorized program. Peb-15
Total disbursements. Feb. 15—

•114, 482
•18, 600
(Jn milltotw
of (Sonars)
•14.104

PRODUCTION

June ISiO to latest repornag date
Paid on contracts, Jan. 31
Gov. commitments for plant ex

pansion: 738 projects. Dec. 31.

5,885

Private commitments for plant
expansion; Dec. 31

1,326

ITcct ended Feb. SI. tSU
Btrikea
Significant strikes In prc^res#

during week

Workers

f

Number settled...

4.400

*

•Preliminary.

MONTHLY LEND-LEASE AID
MILLIONS

TOTHl THROUGH IAN. 1942

$2,002,000,000
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American people will deliver on schedule
eveu though it will mean living standards
below bottom of depression—Henderson
The American people will deliver war
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never fear but what this sleeping giant

goods on schedule, even though In 1943
It is going to mean living standards

we call the American system will meet

lower than at the bottom of the depres
sion, Price Administrator Henderson as
sured the Overseas Press Club in New
York City February 26. Excerpts:
The President, as must any inspired
leader, has given us targets—45,000

upon our capacity to build guns, ships,
planes, and tanks, and everything that
goes with them, you want to know, and

tanks, 60.000 planes, 8 million tons of
shipping and guns to match. In order
that these planes shall have full boards

its delivery schedules

But as allies in

this United Nations effort depending

as full partners you are entitled to know,
whether you have the full support of
the American people. ... My answer is
an unhesitating yes.

The gap between money andgoods

of instruments, in order that no gun

For the American people that means

shall stand helpless because of lack or
deficiency in ammunition, and above
all—to insure that fully equipped and
well-trained troops shall be on hand to
fight with them, our production goal for
1942 is now in excess of 50 billion dollars.
On the drawing boards today 1943 is at
least 50 percent greater. In other words

a deficit of at least 15 billion dollars be
tween the amount of money available

in 1942 as our contribution in the way
of the merchandise of death we are pre

pared to deliver a greater quantity of
goods than this entire Nation had to
keep it alive in 1932.

200
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America can and will
I am particularly well equipped to give
you assurance that the American pro
ductive system can and will deliver these
goods. Asone who has literallj' trembled
at the slow pace of American industry,
as one who has looked into the eyes of
our producers for many months, I can

tell you In conflden_ce that you need

to buy goods for consumption and the
amount of purchasing power in their
pockets. It means that we stand today
staring at the grim prospect of inflation.
It means that the level of living within
a few short months will be not much

above 1932 and that in 1943 we shall
surely fall below 1932. You guests may

not appreciate what it means to the
American people to fall below the bottom

of our great depression, but the people
listening tonight will know what it means
and understand that it is a warning to

pull in their belts and pull hard.
This time, however, we wUl go on re
duced rations not because of helpless
ness or because we have followed false

gods. We go by choice which is the su
preme right of a free people.

★
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record goals for food production, fer
tilizer prices were frozen on the eve of
the spring planting.

Autos and tires for essentials in March
Price

Administrator

Henderson

last

greaseproofing; needed for flame-proof

week assured a group of news writers

ing, tracer bullets, electrical Insulation)

that the American people can and will
deliver on schedule the vast quantities
of munitions asked by President Roose

were frozen. WPB ordered types of pipe
fittings cut from 8,500 to fewer than
3,000, and at the same time gave warn
ing that fancy radiators and similar
heating gadgets will probably disappear.
Manufacturers got word that 12-gage
shotguns shall be delivered only for such
purposes as guarding defense plants.
Materials for fire engines and equipment
was strictly curtailed.
Still another WPB order, worked out
with the E>efense Communications Board,

velt, even though:

"It means that the level of living within
a few short months will not be much
above 1932 and that in 1943 we shall
sm-ely fall below 1932 . , . below the bot
tom of our great depression,"

The sacrifice is here
Mr. Henderson referred to billions of
dollars which will flow into American
pockets and cannot flow out into the
purchase of goods because the goods will
not be there. And if anyone doubts that
this sacrifice of consumer goods will be
made, he has only to look at last week's
record of the War Production Board:
WPB ordered the production of domes
tic mechanical refrigerators discontinued

after April 30, so that the entire industry
can be converted to make war materials.

Guns before girdles
A board ofQcial announced that the

factories making textile machinery are
expected to devote 40 to 50 percent of

drastically limited the construction of
radio broadcasting facilities.

Alominum for 125,000 planes a year
Meanwhile, the Materials Division an
nounced that work is far along on an
aluminum and magnesium production
program which at its peak will provide
enough for 125,000 planes a year. At
the same time, WPB moved to take over
all idle stocks of aluminum, from which
it expected to get about 20,000,000
pounds.

automobiles and tires «in March. Mr.
Henderson announced that the sugar ra
tioning program was expected to get
under way late in the month.

The progress of conversion was not
without encouragement for labor. WPB
Labor Director Hillman announced that
the weight of war work in hand bad
made it possible to withdraw special
contract treatment from four small
communities and the washing-machine
industry.

The National War Labor Board re
ferred the General Motors (Sunday dou
ble time) issue back to the parties on
the ground that regular channels of set
tlement had not been exhausted.
And as the Nation's Capital prepared
for a night-long test blackout. Civilian
Defense Director Landis called on coast

cities in critical areas for a nightly ban
on such displays of light as cannot be
darkened on a moment's notice.

WPB issued an order by which the use

★

★

★

of power can be restricted if necessary

in Buffalo. Niagara Palls, and Western

their capacity to ordnance by midyear.
Wool of "military quality" was further

New York.

and drastically restricted for civilians.

V/ill distribute fairly what there is

Makers of print cloth were informed that

In the rationing part of its job, the
Office of Price Administration revealed
the quotas for fair distribution of both

WAR EFFORT'S PROGRESS
TOLD VISUALLY

But the Price Administrator, speaking

The charts appearing eveiy week on

the front cover of Victory tell the story

they will have to cut the number of pat

of his own problem, said also:

terns in half. Rubber is now forbidden
in manufacturing thread for foundation
garments,
Processing of agave fibers
(used mainly in twine) was limited.
More restrictions were placed on use of
manila fiber. The rug and carpet Indus
try was told that it had best get into war
production because jute may have to be
reserved solely for war. Even goose and

of America's battle as it is fought here at

"We are determined that our supplies
shall be distributed equitably and

home. One-column mats are available
for publication by newspapers and others
who may desire them. Requests should
be sent to Distribution Section. Division
of Information, OEM. Washington, D. C.

duck feathers got attention—they will
be avaOable only for "defense" use be
cause the Army and Navy need them for
sleeping bags.

Furthermore, all deliveries of chlorine

fairly,"

s.

Aiming at his objective of fair distri

bution, Mr. Henderson put price ceilings
on 26 canned fruits and vegetables:
asked coal dealers to maintain prices no
higher than the December 1&-31 level;
prescribed uniform maximum prices for
domestic shorn wool; established top
charges for used egg crates, which
greatly affect the price of eggs; took
steps to govern the prices of "victory"
bicycles; curbed the prices of cotton and

were put under control of the Director of

"novelty" rugs; asked makers of sport

Industry Operations e:jcept for water and

ing firearms, and also makers of flash

sewage treatment.

All stocks of chlori

nated rubber (ordinarily used for paint
ing concrete, treating fabrics and inks,

lights and equipment, to keep down their
quotations.

★

SUPPLEMENT DISCONTINUED
In order to cooperate with the Bureau

of the Budget in avoiding duplication of
Government services. Victory has dis

continued its supplement which printed
texts of orders by OEM agencies. The
texts of these orders appear in the Fed
eral Register, circulation of which is
handled by the Superintendent of Docu

ments,

Moreover, to help farmers reach their

★

Government

Printing

Office,
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Chlorinated rubber in peacetime made
waterproof paints, was used in treating
textiles and in making seals for bottle

tops. In war it flameproofs fabrics and
This week's story Is the same as last
week's, only more so. It Is that ' moie
50" Which makes all the difierence be
tween victory and defeat. Notch by
notch Uncle Sam is taking in his belt,
and he'll be cutting extra holes in it be
fore we come out of the woods on the
other side of the mountain.
The rate at which we lose peacetime

fat, sacrifice of luxuries and comforts
and conveniences, is a pretty good index
to our progress in this war. Oui troops
•will ride to the final triumph in tanks
which might have been pleasure cars or

mechanical refrigerators, our pilots will

fly to that final triumph in planes made
of aluminum which did not become pots

ing upon the type of fabric into which!
the wool goes.

But WPB at the same
time released for civilian use larger
stocks of the coarser wools.

No more fancy radiators
Moving in on every aspect of civilian

living like a flood, the war still further
inundated the plumbing and heating in

dustry last week. Manufacturers agreed
with WPB officialsto simplify their prod
ucts, which means no more fancy radi
ators or concealed piping and the like
until the peace. WPB also urged repair
of old plumbing and heating installations
wherever possible, rather than replace
ment.

The Office of Price Administr^ion,

and pans for the kitchen or parts for

alert to avert a rise in the price of eggs,

new vacuum cleaners.

slapped a price ceiling over used egg

More aluminum, not for pans

cases. This may seem a bit indirect, but
it Isn't. Probably about 112.000,000 cases

Lp.st week saw output of new mechani

cal refrigerators doomed for the near fu
ture as completely as was output of new
automobiles and while it brought an
nouncement of a tremendous new alumi
num production program this didn't

provide for a solitary pot or pan. In
stead. the progi-am's need for power
forecast new civilian sacrifices, less elec
tricity for household and nonessential
manufacturing uses.

You'll wear different clothes

Well, nobody on the Home Front Is

going to complain about the hardship
of what Price Administrator Henderson
last week bluntly called "a general reduc
tion in our standard of living." Not
when he knows what happens to the

bravest of soldiers when they haven't
enough airplanes or guns or tanks.
It became more than ever apparent
last week that the war Is going to make

a tremendous difference in what people
wear. WPB prepared an order which
will restrict print cloths to only four
color combinations and even these must

be light in shade and the patterns must
leave more white. The reason for this
Is the tremendous need for dyestufTs
which are also Ingredients In the manu

facture of military explosives. Uniforms
also absorb vast quantities of the heavier
dyes.

of eggs will be moved this year and
there'll only be about 30 million new egg

cases.

That's the way the business

operates. . . . OPA moved to assist the
farmer by freezing fertilizer prices and
established uniform prices for domestic
shorn wool just as the shearing season

got under way ... in view of the press
ing demand for wool, further price ad
vances would have been inevitable with
out control . . . Therell be binding twine
for the coming harvest and tin cans for

the home canner . . . We'll have less
wrapping twine made of agave, an East
Indian fiber. In order that we may bind
were reassured last week.

Man in street likely to stay there
All the activity in the past few days
surrounding automobiles and tires and
tubes boils down to very little so far as
the ordinary civilian is concerned . . .
He's unlikely to get a purchase certificate
for a new car and there won't be any
camelback released this month for retreaded tires for passenger cars. But he

might heed CPA's advice to savethe anti
freeze he drains from his radiator this

spring. . . . The chemicals used in anti
freeze mixtures are xiseful in explosives
and then tanks and planes will be need
ing antifreeze, too. . . . Ten-passenger
vehicles were placed specifically under

new car rationing ... It used to be eight

WPB also cut still further the amount
of first-class new wool which may be
used In making civilian garments. The

to cover all types of station wagons.

what a manufacturer once used, depend

prices, and Home Fronters not to hoard
dry cell batteries . . . The batteries go

to pieces, anyway. If they're stored too
long . . . Just like sugar.

WPB guarding your sugar
With sugar rationing almost here,
commercial canners have been urged by
WPB not to accept delivery of sugar for
1942 canning operations more than 45
days before they begin operations . . .
It's needed for household consumption in
some areas and shouldn't be tied up . . .
Incidentally, you'll probably see some

nonessential products in cans for awhile,

anyway . . . That's because a lot of
cans were already made up . . . Motor
oil cans already lithographed may be de
livered, and so with cans containing such

products as toothpaste, baking powder,
shoe polish. WPB extended the Febru
ary manufacturing quotas for home
laundry equipment through March . . .
There are from 60 to 95 percent of aver

age sales for a 12-month period ending
last June 30, depending upon size of the
factory . . . But metals used in such
machines are under rigid control . . .
There's a clue to how we of the Home
Front should regard loyal aliens in this
fact; More than 99 percent of aliens who

appliedfor jobs on secret war production
were approved by the Army and Navy
after investigation.
*

the grain harvest. . . And home canners

Aod coarser wools

range is now from 10 to 20 percent of

Is used In tracer bullets, among other
things . . . Flashlight manufacturers
have been asked by OPA not to raise

passengers, but the number was upped

If what's bothering you most Is how to

repaint your swimming pool, here's bad
news: no more chlorinated rubber.

*
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, magnesium expansion

million by the Hansgirg carbo-thermal
process. The latter is relatively new in
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MATERIALS . . .
Vast

for 125y0G0 planes a year

on way;

Vast expansion of the nation's alumi
num and magnesium production facili

ties was announced February 26 by
William L. Batt, Director of Materials.
The program is designed to assure
enough of these essential materials for

the production of 60,000 airplanes this
year and 125.000 next.

2^/2 billion pounds of aluminum
Aluminum facilities in the United
States now in operation plus those under
way and due to start production soon call

for reaching a top rate of 1,450.000,000
pounds of annual capacity. This will

be increased to 2,100,000.000 pounds a
year, Mr. Batt said, which, with Canadian

imports, is scheduled to give the Nation
a top rate of something over 2.500,000,000 pounds of aluminum when the whole
program is completed.

The 1939 aluminum production was
330 million pounds. The United States

produced 615 million pounds of primary
aluminum in 1941 exclusive of imports.
In 1942, present estimates call for a
similar production in excess of 1 billion
pounds.

Magnesium capacity, now scheduled to

reach 400 million pounds a year through
plants either in operation or under consti-uction will be increased to 725 mil
lion pounds annually.

The aluminum program, Mr. Batt said,
may be broken down into four parts:
Present facilities totaling 850 million
pounds; those now under way, known as

the first expansion program, adopted
early last year, totaling 640 million
pounds; contracts with the Aluminum
Company of Canada for imports reach

ing a total of 450 million pounds a year
in 1943; and the present expansion pro
gram just adopted by the Requirements
Committee of the War Production Board
and approved by WPB Chairman Nelson

for an additional 640 million pounds.

All of first Sot under construction
The first expansion program is ex

pected to begin to make itself felt in May
of this year and to reach the full produc
tion rate of 1,450,000,000 pounds by the

tion is concerned.

Construction is starting for all the first
640-milIion-pound expansion, Mr. Batt
said, and surveys for power requirements
and possible locations already have been
made and contracts let for much of the

In addition to providing this vast
amount of primary metal, fabricating
facilities, Mr. Batt pointed out, must be
provided to turn It into useful products.
These facilities must also be able to
handle the substantial quantities of use
ful scrap which can be recovered in the

fabricating process.

This is conserva

tively estimated at 15 percent of primary
production.

Fabricating offers problem
In general, the cost of providing fab
ricating facilities for a given amount of
aluminum is about twice that of facilities
for production from mining the ore clear
through to the finished ingot. The time
lag for constructing fabricating ma
chinery is equally important. Fabri

cation of high strength aluminum alloy
requires heavy and costly machinery.
the

new big aircraft engines must be forged
with 35,000-pound hammers; in contrast,
the automobile industry generally uses
hammers of 16,000 pounds.
When this output reaches its peak,
Mr. Batt said, it will provide enough alu
minum to meet President Roosevelt's
program of 125,000 airplanes a year to
gether with all necessary spare parts and
have some leeway in material.
The total output now underway, he
said, will be far beyond the reach of
anything the Axis powers together with
all the occupied countries can even con
template.
MAGNESIUM

New scientific discoveries and better
sources for raw materials have aided ma

terially in pushing forward the mag
nesium program, Mr. Batt explained.

In

1941, we produced 33 million pounds; our
objective is to reach 725 million pounds a
year.

250 million pounds are expected from

The 400-million-pound program now
under construction, of which 54 million
pounds has been completed, consists of
352 million pounds made by the elec

Canada this year.

trolysis of magnesium chloride and 48

end of the year.

Imports of more than

As the requirements of electricity for
producing magnesium by electrolysis are
extremely heavy, a constant search has
been carried on for a process that would
reduce power demands.

Gas power to be used

new program.

As an example, crankcases for

Magnesium goal 725 miliion

sofar as large-scale commercial opera

A committee of the National Academy
of Sciences has carried on extensive re
search in this field and has recommended

either of two ferro-sllicon processes
developed independently.
Contracts now have been entered into

between the Defense Plant Corporation
and six American companies for the

design and construction of magnesium
plants using ferro-sllicon processes, Mr.
Batt said. Their aggregate capacity is
157 million pounds of metal a year. All
but one of them will use gas heat rather
than electricity as a source of power.
These plants can be completed much
more rapidly than electrolytic plants, he
said, and will be less expensive to con
struct. While cost of operation will be
higher, they are expected to provide a
high quality magnesium in the shortest
possible time. An additional 24 million
pounds probably will be produced by the
ferro-silicon process, perhaps a part of
it by still another new variation of the
process now"" being examined by the
National Academy Committee.

Rich deposits discovered
The search for new magnesium brines
has resulted, Mr. Batt said, in the
discovery of rich and extensive deposits.
Drilling there has brought out mag
nesium chloride about three times as rich
as the best in use heretofore.

This source will be used for material
to produce an additional 144 million

pounds of magnesium annually by elec
trolysis. Contracts for 36 million pounds
of this amount had been let by February
26 and negotiations for the remainder
were expected to be completed within a
few days.

This contemplated production of 725

million pounds of magnesium a year is
believed to exceed anything the Axis
powers can hope to produce, according to
Mr. Batt. This will provide all the mag
nesium needed for the production of
aluminum alloy for the entire aircraft
program and a tremendous quantity of
Incendiary bombs.

★
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INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS...
takes steps to round up all idle
aluminum stocks to meet critical shortage
The WPB. in the first series of Nation
wide roundups, February 24 moved to

acquire possession of all idJe aluminxun
inventories in the hands of fabricators.

Asked to sell excess stocks
Letters were addressed to more than
500 manufacturing users of aluminum by

J. S. Knowlson. Director of Industry Op
erations, requesting them to sell to the
Government their excess stocks of this
vitally needed material. It is estimated
that about 20,000,000 pounds of alumi
num will be recovered from these sources
for use in essential military production.
At the same time, Mr. Knowlsqn ap

pealed to all holders of aluminum not to
wait for the Government to seek them

out, but immediately and voluntarily to
make their excess Inventories available
for war use. He lu-ged them to report
at once to the inventory and requisition

ing branch of the WPB any inventories
which they would be willing to sell to
meet the critical shortage now existing.

Some willhave to be remelted
Where It can be used in its present

form, the aluminum obtained by the pro
gram inaugurated will be shipped imme
diately to plants engaged in producing
implements of war. However, it is antici
pated that a high percentage of the mate

Government sells this aluminum will pay
no more than the maximum scrap prices

been lodged with the inventory and
requisitioning branch of the War Pro
duction Board. The Reconstruction Fi
nance Corporation will play a major role
In all salvage programs initiated by the
Board. Funds have been earmarked by

established by OPA for aluminum which
must be remelted before it can be used

the RFC to be used by the Metals Reserve
Company and Defense Supplies Corpor

ation to acquire title to all idle stocks
of critically needed materials, and to fi
nance the requisitioning work of WPB.
Several millions of dollars of these
funds will be used to absorb the differ
ence between what the Government is
willing to pay for idle inventories of alu
minum, and what it can obtain In selling
this material for scrap.

Board not to administer details
Because of its extensive field organiza

tion. the Federated Metals Division of
the American Smelting & Refining Co.
has been designated the agent of the
Metals Reserve Co.. and will handle the
transactions involved.
In succeeding
salvage programs, involving a wide range
of commodities, other existing business

rial will have to be remelted before it can
be used again. Despite this fact, the Gov
ernment is offering to those companies
being requested to sell their excess inven

tories prices which take into considera

administer the details of the job.

tion the existing form of the material,
as well as the form in which it will be

Government, industry to share expense
The plan announced Pebruai7 24 will

by the inventory and requisitioning

result in a sharing by the Government
and industry of the expense involved in
reconverting processed aluminum into
metal which can be used in the produc

branch of the War Production Board
after full consideration had been given

tion of implements of war.
The Government's salvage prices run

to providing a fair and just return to

from current market quotations for ingot
and scrap, including castings and forg-

Price schedule assures fair return
The schedule of prices was worked out

the owner, who has aluminum which he
cannot use because of war restrictions,
and proper protection of the Govern
ment's interests.

It represents the best judgment which
can be rea-ohed of the prices which would
be arrived at through individual negotia
tions with each of the owners.

The War Productior Board is being

assisted by established agencies, both

given to that company by the WPB. Re
gardless of the prices paid by the Gov
ernment, the companies to which the

governmental and private. Responsibil
ity for carrying out the program has

organizations may be used. These ar
rangements obviate the necessity of set
ting up additional administrative ma
chinery within the WPB, in Washing
ton and In the field, and will make it
possible to take action with gi-eater
speed, and at less expense to the Govern
ment than if the Board set out itself to

used.

fining Co. to ship to consignees, after
definite shipping instructions have been

again.

In cases of refusal to accept volun
tarily the established prices, the WPB
will probably have to requisition the ma
terial, leaving the question of compensa
tion to be determined in accordance with
the procedures established under the req
uisitioning statutes.
•k
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Truck makers permitted
to finish Felfruary quotas
in March; tires provided
Truck manufacturers who do not com

plete production of their February quotas
of medium and heavy trucks by March 1
will be allowed to carry over the unused

portion of the quota into March, it was
announced February 23 by the Director
of Industry Operations. The manufac
turers were warned, however, that March

quotas will probably be canceled.

March quotas maybe canceled
The manufactmers have been notified

by telegram of this modification of Sup
plementary General Limitation Order
L-l-a. The action has been taken be
cause the civilian production schedules
of several truck manufacturers have been

upset during the current month by mili
tary orders.

Enough tires for the trucks produced
under the February quotas have already

been provided, but lack of rubber and
other critical materials will probably
necessitate cancellation of the March

quotas. The original order establishing
March quotas did not provide for tires.
In the telegram announcing modifica

ings, to 50 cents a pound for finished

tion of the limitation order, manufac

items valued at 99 cents a pound, or
more, on October 1, 1941, with the great
est loss to both parties occuring in the

Operations by February 26 as to the mini

higher brackets, and the least in the
lowest.

Owners accepting the terms offered

turers were also told to advise the auto
motive branch of the Division of Industry
mum number of trucks exclusive of tires
and cabs which they could build by using

up semifabricated and fabricated ma

will be directed by the field representa

terials

tives of the American Smelting Si Re

quotas.

provided

under their

March
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End of home mechanical refrigerator
production ordered for April 30;
entire industry to be converted to war
The War Production Board February

The freeze order applied to all manufac

ruary 25 in Schedule II to Limitation

Order L-42 covering plumbing and heat
ing equipment. Schedule I, issued Feb
ruary 11, required simplification of iron,
brass, and bronze valves.

tinued after April 30, 1942, so that the

of the number of refrigerators sold
by them in 1941 or 100 new refriger
ators, whichever is greater. Stocks
in excess of that amount must te
held, and retailers may not acquire new
stocks to make up the permitted quotas

Limited production is permitted until
the cut-off date. The order issued Febru

ary 23 {L-5-c) supersedes a previous
order, L-5-a, which governed the rate
of refrigerator production for the months

of January and February. The February
23 order permits manufacturers to pro
duce between February 15 and April 30

for retail sale.

of U. S. Industrie*

1941

CIVILIAN

ruary is permitted under the new order

to build 300 refrigerators between Febru
ary 15 and April 30, regardless of the
number of refrigerators produced by him
during the first half of February under
the superseded order.

1942*
CIVILIAN

The ratio of deluxe models to other

tPERCCNTACC ESTIMATED BY
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

models may not be increased over the
ratio that prevailed in the production of
any one company from August 1, 1941, to
Deluxe models in

cludes "deluxe," "semi-deluxe," and
"high-humidity" models. The Industry
has been requested by WPB to confine
production as much as possible to the
simpler stripped models.

Refrigerators produced up to April 30

in

its

Standards under No. R185'-42.

Reduc

tion under this program of the number
of fittings in current use from more than

8,500 to less than 3,000 will satisfy 92 to
94 percent of all demand, according to
the plumbing and heating branch of the
WPB.

After March 1, grey cast ii'on, malle
able iron, or brass, or bronze pipe fit
tings not conforming to the established
schedule may not be produced, except
with the express permission of the Di
rector of Industry Operations.

be impractical.
WPB ofBcials said that use of the sim

The War Production Board on Febru

ary 25 issued an order, L-6-b, extending
to March 15 the February quotas for the
manufacture of domestic laundry equip
February quotas range from 60 to 95
percent of the average monthly sales for

mately 750,000 units, which will be avail

and

military requirements.

The order does not affect the produc
tion of replacement parts, which will
continue unrestricted.

Freeze order modified
The War Production Beard also Issued
February 23 an interpretation of the
freeze order, L-5-b, ruling that refrigera
tors that were sold, leased or traded
before 10 a. m., Eastern War Time, Feb
ruary 14. 1942, but not delivered, shipped
or transferred until after that time, are
to be Included as part of the retail sales
quota permitted under the freeze order.

Provision Is made, however, for the
delivery of any pipe fittings held in fin
ished form by a producer on March 1,
or those which had been processed In

rate continued to March 15

ment.

civilian

schedule,

such a manner that their manufacture

ing of a stockpile that will total approxi
essential

fittings

Home laundry equipment quota

will be frozen and will aid in the build

for

pipe

Provision for special cases

Asked to produce simplermodels

only

The

the Department of Commerce Bureau of

times the number permitted for Febru
ary by the superseded order. Thus, a
manufacturer who was permitted under
L-5-a to build 100 refrigerators in Feb

able

Recommended by Bureau of Standards
entirety, has already been issued as a
simplified practice recommendation by

CIVILIAN & WAR OUTPUT

a number of refrigerators equal to three

January 31, 1942.

Simplification of pipe fittings was or
dered by the War Production Board Feb

distributors, and retailers but

turers,

Limited production until April 30

WPB orders pipe fittings
reduced from 8,500 to 3,000
to save materials, work

permitted retailers to sell one-twelfth

23 ordered the production of domestic
mechanical refrigerators to be discon
entire industry can be converted into the
production of war materials.

March 3, 1942

the 12 months ending June 30. 1941,
depending on the size of the plant.
Under the extensions, the same rate of
production is permitted for the first half
of March, the number being half that
of the February quotas because it covers

in conformity with the schedule would

plified pipe fittings schedule would re
lease substantial amounts of critical
materials which would otherwise be tied

up in slow-moving stocks. The schedule
eliminates more than 3,600, or 73 per
cent, of the cast iron fittings formerly
produced: over 1,100, or about 50 per
cent, of the malleable iron fittings; and
784, or about 60 percent, of the brass
or bronze fittings.

Will reduce interruptions
In addition to releasing urgently re

only half of March.

quired materials, adoption of the sched

Before March 15 the War Production
Board will meet with representatives of
the industry to discuss restrictions be

interruptions in production necessary to
manufacture small quantities of items

yond that date.

for which demand is limited.

The quotas for the first half of March
do not authorize companies to obtain
or use materials in excess of quantities
authorized under existing orders govern
ing scarce metaU or othec materials.

A general industry conference pre
The
Limitation Order permits appeal by any
manufacturer who Is seriously affected
by the requirements.

ule will eliminate a

great number of

ceded the adoption of Schedule n.

★
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WPB limits new broadcast
facilities on recommendation

of Communications Board
War Production Board Chairman Nel
son announced February 24 a plan for
drastic limitations on all new construc
tion of standard broadcast facilities in
the United States. The program also

limits any changes in broadcast facilities.
Director of Industry Operations
Knowlson said that future priorities
assistance to enable builders to obtain
critical materials would be in accord with
the plan.

The plan was worked out on the basis
of recommendations made by the Defense
Communications Board. The Board's

recommendations, which were approved,

VICTORY

Up to half of textile machinery industry
expected to make ordnance by midyear;
orders for nonessentials must wait
The American textile machinery industry Is engaged in the manufacture

livery of this machinery must be Indefinitely postponed.
of direct war materials as well as repair
"There is no time to build new mQls

parts and machinery for the production
of the yarns and fabrics needed for milltary and essential civilian requirements,

or to put additional equipment in place
to relieve shortages. The job must be
done by tising all the machinery in place

R. S. Dempsey, Chief of the textile ma-

to produce quickly those goods that are

chlnery section of WPB, said on February

vital to the war program. It is possible

24

"By the middle of 1942 the big producers will have completed their tooling-up and about 40 to 50 percent of their
capacity will be on ordnance work," Mr.

were:

1. No critical materials shaU be aUocated

by the War Production Board or further

★

HI

Other half for repairs, essenhaU

autliorlzatlons Issued by the Federal Com-

"The other half of the industry's ca-

iHTiDlcatlons Commission for the cod«truction of an'' new standard broadcast

pacity will be devoted to the production

station where all or a substantial part of

the proposed primary service area is already
provided with primary service from one or
more standai-d broadcast stations,

2. No critical materials shall be allocated

by the War Production Board or further
authorizations Issued by the Federal Com
munications Commission for construction

In order to change the transmitting facili
ties of any existing standard broadcast sta
tion, unless the change wUl result in a
substantial new primary service area no
stibstantlal part of which is already pro
vided with primary service from one or more
standard broadcast stations.

3. No

critical materials shall be allo

cated by the War Production Board for the

construction, under outstanding author
izations of the Federal Communications

Commlsston:

(a) Of any new standard broadcast sta
tion where all or a substantial part of the

proposed primary service area is already
providewith primary service from one
or more standard broadcast stations; or

(b) In order to change the transmitting
facilities of any existing standard broad
cast station unless the change will result
In a substantial new primary service area

no substantial part of which is already
provided with primary service from one
or more standard broadcast stations.
★

*

*

to convert some machinery units,to make
goods theyhave never made before. This
conversion mustbe accomplished without
delay."
* ★ ★

Machinery auction halted
to determine hoW facilities
,

, .

of parts for maintenance and repair of Can be USed in War psOdUCtlOn
existing textile machinery and the man-

ufacture of new equipment for mills en-

j

.. j »

gaged in the production of goods required valuable machinery adapted ^ar Protoclothe the armed forces and for essen- duction uses, J. S. Knowlson, Director f
tlal civilian clothing.
"Only those mills now producing or
which will produce goods on which there
are present or anticipated shortages will

and equipment situated at the plant for-

be able to get new machinery.

merly owned by the Foos Gas Engine Co.,

"Machinery now being built is going

the Division of Industry Operations, has
Issued an order stopping the scheduled
sale at auction of the machinery, tools
of Springfield, Ohio.

first to those mills which will make dnck
combed yarn, and combed twills, and

jj

j * tv.

.

other constructions on which the Army
The order was addressed to the aucand Navy are not able to fill their re- tioneers, Samuel L. Wmternitz Co.. of
QUirements according to schedule. Ma- Chicago, 111., and to any others having
chlnery for these purposes is being

any interests in the property.

accorded relatively high preference ratings. As the size of the armed forces
increases, it is anticipated that further

Purpose of the order is to permit investigation of the plant and its facilities,

shortages will arise and the policy will
be to allot machinery only to those mills

intact, and in their present location, for
^par production. If this is not feasible,

to determine whether they can be used

that will increase their production of war

allocate the machinery and

goods. This willapply also to machinery

equipment to those engaged on war or-

for replacement of worn-out equipment.

are most urgently in need of it.

Fancy heating equipment's
disappearance forecast

If a mill is running on war goods, or it
can no longer run some of its units, that
mill will be given consideration for re

Fancy radiators, concealed piping, and
other heating equipment luxuries will

Some contract deliveries
may wait indefinitely
"When this country entered the wax

FIRE EQUIPMENT

22

In December, there was a considerable

CHLORINE

quantity of textile machinery under con-

woOL RESTRICTIONS

23
24

tract. Most of this machinery was in-

'j'^xTILES FIBERS

25

probably disappear from trade channels
for the duration of the war, it was Indl.cated February 25 by the plumbing and
heating branch of the WPB.
At a meeting called by the branch to
discuss simplification of vapor and vac
uum specialties, manufacturers agreed to

simplify the number of sizes of radiator
valves, trap bodies, and other items.

placement machinery.

tended to make goods that are not essen-

★

★ ★

OTHER NEWS OF
INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS

rrryrj paws'

26

tlal to the Army and Navy or civilian

needs. Unless this machinery can be PRIORITY PROCEDURii.
changed over to make needed goods, de- WEEK'S PRIORITY ORDERS

*.8
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PRICE ADMINISTRATION . ..
60-day ceilings imposed on wholesale
prices of canned fruits^ vegetables
to check inflationary rise
Protective price regulation became a
reality to the American housewife and

her dinner table February 28 as OPA Ad
ministrator Henderson moved to halt

further price increases in canned fruits
and vegetables.

Covered by order
Eleven canned fruits and 15 canned

vegetables were placed under a 60-day
price regulation. The Temporary Max
imum Price Regulation No. 6, issued Feb
ruary 28, 1942, was effective March 2.
Canned fruits covered by the order are:
apples, apple sauce, apricots, cherries (red,
sour pitted), cherries (sweet), fruit cock

tail, fruit salad, peaches, pears, pineapples,
and plums.

Canned vegetables covered by the order
are: asparagus, beans

(all dry vai'ieties),

beans (lima), snap beans (green and wax),
beets, carrots, corn, peas, pumpkins, sauer
kraut. spinach, sweetpotatoes, tomatoes, to
mato catsup, and tomato Juice.

Basis for ceilings
Maximum ceilings are set by OPA at
the highest prices at which sellers did
business during the 5 days between Feb
ruary 23 and February 27, 1942. By the
end of the temporary 60-day period,
canned fruits and vegetables will be
placed under permanent maximum price
regulations.

The order applies only to canners and
wholesalers. However, Mr. Henderson
emphasized that since prices are stabil
ized at the wholesale level, the only justi
fication for retail advances is to reflect
some slight increases in replacement
costs.

"In the absence of direct price control
at the retail level." the Administrator

level beyond the producer of the commod
ity would be of scant benefit to him.

However, wholesalers' stocks are ab
normally high. They would have been

and vegetables sold by growers and
packed by canners in 1941 or earlier.
For most commodities covered in the reg
ulation, the 1942 crop will not be ready
for marketing until the July-September
period. OPA Indicated that it is study
ing canning Industry costs now. If prices
are set for 1942 crop fruits and vege

(Figures are from the Bureau

Commodity

Jan. 1,1M2 Jao. 1,1841
PtrcaU

to growers.

Exceptions
The new regulation will permit excep
tion to its provisions only of canned fruits
and vegetables in transit in public car
riers prior to March 2, 1942. Forward

delivery contracts, or those for payment
at higher prices to prevail at time of
delivery, are clearly "cut across," except
at prices at or below the maximums set.
Every effort will be made to limit the

canners' or wholesalers' profit margins to
reasonable levels, without, however, pe
nalizing them to the extent of working
at a loss. However, the margin between
the wholesale cost and selling price shall
be no greater than the maximum for the
5-day period preceding issuance of the

regulation.

It is provided, also, that, in

all cases, a quantity equivalent to the first
acquired canned fmits and vegetables
shall be sold first.

Inflationary trend indicated
Average price of canned fruits and veg
etables at the canner's level has increased
about 20 percent since August 1941. Re

tail prices have increased approximately
10 percent in the same period. Price ad
vances at the canner's level are consid
ered by OPA a fair criterion of the infla

Should this responsibility prove too
much, OPA will take steps to control

general, August canning prices mirrored

prices at the retail source."

the canner's actual costs, plus a normal

vised the OPA that the temporary
"freeze" order will in no way Interfere
witli the program for "all-out" produc
tion of canning fruits and vegetables in
1942. Growers will not be affected by
the order since it applies to the fruits

percent.

of Census.)

tables. that factor will be taken Into ac

tail prices at a reasonable level rests
squarely on the shoulders of the retailer.

The Department of Agriculture has ad

fruits and vegetables on January 1, 1942,
as compared with January 1, 1941, ex
pressed as a percentage of the January
1,1939, stocks, the latter representing 100

count, including the prices canners pay

said, "the responsibility for keeping re

War production not affected

In a highly advantageous position to
profit by inflationary and speculative
price advances. The following table gives
distributors' stocks of certain canned

tionary trend that had developed.

In

profit.'since by that time a large propor
tion of his costs for materials and labor

had been incurred.

Furthermore, the

.Snnp RAan*
Peaches'

......

Pears

H3.7
73. S
113.9
UO. 2
157.0

159.0

PtTtni
128.3
63.9
103.5
111.8
102.9
M. 5

' Pcaches account /or about 25 pcrcent of the tola! fruit

pack each year and are most tmpoctant o( the canned
fruit crops.

Recent price advances, conducive to
further speculative withholding and
profiteering by the tradi which in turn
was likely to accentuate hysteria—buy
ing and hoarding by the ultimate con
sumer—were cited by Mr. Henderson as
reasons for the temporary "freeze" order.

Military needs grow
Furthermore, the possibility of addi
tional sharp price advances in the future

was quite a lively one, barring control
curbs.

Already large Army, Navy, and LendLease requirements, to be filled from the
1941 pack, have been increased substan
tially since this country's entry into the
war. However, a great portion of these
requirements already have been filled.
With the exception of canned dry beans,
all commodities listed in the regulation
will be used by these agencies before the
1942 pack is available. This might re
duce slightly supplies available for con
sumer use, and, without check, might
have had some repercussion on the gen
eral price structure.
In addition, the War Production Board

recently limited tin supplies for many of
these items in its Tin Plate Conservation
Order, M-81. Effect of this move, also if
unchecked, would be competitive bidding

canner now has relatively small stocks
of the 1941 pack still on hand.

for irreplaceable commodities and for the

Nearly all of the 1941 pack of fruits
and vegetables now is out of growers'

foods packed in those can sizes which
have been eliminated. It might also be

hands. Therefore, it is pointed out, any
Increase in prices on that pack at any

reflected in an increased demand for sub
stitute canned foods.

March 3, 1942
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All coal dealers asked to hold prices
to December 15-31, 1941 levels; temporary

procedure set up to expedite adjustments
All coal dealers—retailers and whole
salers physically handling bituminous,
anthracite, and lignite—were asked by
the Office of Price Administration Feb

ruary 26 to maintain prices no higher
than those prevailing during the period
December 15-31, 1941, according to an
announcement by Administrator Hen
derson.

Exceptions
The only increases permitted are those
to cover additional costs of ocean freight,
war risk and marine insurance actually
incurred for coal transported via tide
water to Atlantic Coast ports.
Dealers excepted are marketing agen

cies and concerns acting as mine agents

who do not physically handle the product.
This request follows one made Janu

ary 18 last, directed to retail dealers
only, asking maintenance of prices at
the December 15-31 levels.

In connection with the wider request.
OPA set up temporary procedure for
consideration of adjustments which may
be sought as a result of war conditions.
Since the January 18 request, OPA
reports, there has been a general com

pliance on the part of retail coal dealers.
Industry conferences with representa
tives of wholesale and retail dealers and
tidewater dock operators, however, de

veloped the need for clarification and
the establishment of procedure for fur
ther price studies.

Bed linens which are ^^seconds'*
must be so labeled,

says Henderson
Labeling bed linens which are "sec

onds" by use of the term "second selec
tion" will not satisfy provisions of Price
Schedule No. 89 (Bed Linens). Price

Administrator Henderson pointed out
February 27.

Label required after March 2
"The term 'second selection'," the Ad
ministrator stated in reply to trade

Inquiries, "does not describe goods of
second quality with sufficient clarity.
Bed linens which are seconds should be
called seconds a»d the schedule specif
ically so provides."

Stepsto expedite adjustments

In this connection, Mr. Henderson

It Is realized in OPA that changing
conditions beyond control of the industry

may materially affect the cost of produc
ing and distributing coal, especially In
some geographical areas. Therefore, to
expedite adjustments which may be
deemed necessary In certain instances, a
temporary procedure has been set up.

emphasized that all bed linens sold on
or after March 2, 1942, must bear the
required label. This date, which Is pre
scribed in the schedule, is 1 month after
effective date of the order.

In cases where title to the goods

passed before March 2. and the goods
merely are held by the seller for the
buyer's convenience, the goods may be
turned over by the seller to the buyer

after March 2, without affixing labels
to the individual pieces. Where title
passed on or after March 2. bed linens
cannot be delivered unless they bear the

RiHe, shotgun makers asked not Rubber footwear makers
to exceed January 10 price level invited to price discussion
Manufacturers of sporting firearms

have been asked by the OfBce of Price
Administration to take steps to prevent
advances In prices of rifles and shotguns
to levels above those in effect January 10,
1942, OPA Administrator Henderson an

All manufacturers of waterproof rub
ber footwear were Invited in a letter from
OPA to meet In Washington on March 3,
for the purpose of negotiating an agree
ment on maximum prices for new lines

produced under specifications established
by the V/ar Production Board to conserve

nounced February 27.

crude rubber.

This request, which follows a recent
War Production Board order restricting
the sale of 12-gage shotguns to certain

sold now at prices prevailing on Decem

Waterproof rubber footwear is being

approved buyers and curtailing produc

ber 3, 1941, in compliance with a request
by Leon Henderson, OPA Administrator,

tion of other models, is contained in a

not to increase prices.

letter to members of the sporting arms
manufacturing industry in which Mr.

The proposed new list, to which OPA
will ask manufacturers to agree, provides
for prices no higher than December 3

Henderson points out that "substantial
advailtes have occurred recently in the
prices of guns."
Pending further study and the formu

lation of a definite price program, it is
important that prices be kept from ex
ceeding the January 10 level, the letter
continues. Cancellation of any Increases

that may have carried prices above those
in effect on that date also is requested.
While the letter is directed only to

manufacturers, Mr. Henderson pointed
out that there is no excuse for retail
price advances and that the retail level
tion taken if necessary.

levels in any case, and for reductions on
some items where style features are being
eliminated to save rubber.

Negotiation of this agreement is the
first to be undertaken under the power

given the Administrator under section 5
of the Emergency Price Control Act of
1942. Under this section, Mr. Henderson
Is empowered to confer with manufactur
ers and enter into voluntary maximum

price agreements with them.

Several

such agreements already in effect were
negotiated prior to passage of the Emer
gency Price Control Act.

required label.

In some instances, wholesalers and

large retailers make up their own labels
and send them to the manufacturers to
be affixed to the sheets. Mr. Henderson
stated that OPA would hold the manu

facturer, who affixes the labels to the
sheets, responsible for the accuracy of
the contents of sych labels.
★

★

★

OPA asks week's notice

on petroleum interpretations
Persons seeking interpretations of
Price Schedule No. 88 (Petroleum and
Petroleum Products) should submit re

quests for such interpretations in writing
at least a week before any contemplated

personal consultation with the fuel sec
tion of the Office of Price Administration,

Administrator Henderson suggested Feb
ruary 27.

This procedure, Mr. Henderson said,
would permit OPA to prepare interpreta
tions in conformity with Procedural Reg
ulation No. 1, requiring that all interpre
tations be in writing.

★
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Uniform ceilings imposed on domestic
shorn wool, vital to military, civilian needs
Uniform maximum prices for domestic
shorn wool were established under the
first permanent price regulation issued
by OPA Administrator Henderson since
he took office under the Emergency Price
Control Act of 1942 on February 11 last.

are an uncertain factor under the present

Based on averagefarmprice

shipping difQculties.

This maximum price regulation No.

106, which became effective February 28,
1942, establishes dollars and cents maxi
mum prices for grease wool sold on a
clean basis. The ceiling established is

on the basis of 37.1 cents per pound for
grease wool, which is the average farm
price prevailing on December 15, 1941.

largest in this country's history. It ac
counted for only about 50 percent of our

total consumption of more than 900.000,000 pounds.

Imports from South Amer

ica. Australia, and New Zealand definitely

Inventories of some 350.000,000 pounds
here are about normal. These have in
creased about 100.000.000 pounds in the
last year. Furthermore, the War Pro

duction Board has curtailed wool process
ing for civilian use.

However, with increased military need
In sight, further advances in wool prices
seemed inevitable, without price control.

March 3, 1942

Cotton and "novelty" rugs
under temporary regulation
pending definitive order
Sales of cotton and "novelty" rugs by
manufacturers and distributors at prices

higher than' those which prevailed on
February 20 are forbidden in a temporary
price regulation issued February 26 by
Price Administrator Henderson. The
order became effective on March 2.

Prices rose despite warnings
It is planned to supplant the tempo
rary regulation with a definitive price
order by May 1.

Need for the temporary regulation, Mr.
Henderson explained, became apparent
when cotton and novelty rugs prices ad

The latter is the highest of four prices
which, under the act, the Administrator
must use in setting maximums for agri
cultural commodities. These four prices

little hope was held out for any further
substantial Increase either in domestic

vanced an average of 10 percent (and In

are 110 percent of parity; the market

production or in imports to take care of

the face of OPA warnings that it would

price on October 1,1941; the market price
on December 15, 1941; or the average
price during the period July 1, 1919 to

expanded demand.

take immediate steps to correct any un

June 30,1929.

Supersedes former schedule
The celling on wool on a clean basis Is

$1.18 per pound for fine 64s. 2V2 inches
and longer, which, as is the case for other
grades, generally reflects the Boston

market price on December 15, 1941.
The new regulation supersedes Price
Schedule No. 58 Insofar as it covered
domestic shorn wool. The old schedule
was a "freeze" type, using as its base

period October 1 to December 15, 1941.

Sales withheld pending ceiiings
A brokerage commission of not more

than 1 percent of the applicable maxi
mum price is provided for. This, of
course, does not apply to wool handled
on consignment.

Considerable interest has been evi

denced in the wool trade regarding the
new ceilings as the 1942 shearing season
starts in February. Many growers in the
West, who have started to shear their
sheep already, but withheld their for

ward sales pending a permanent ceiling,
now will be able to start selling. There
also has been a lively inquiry from Bos
ton, which is the center of the trade.

This was particularly necessary because

★

★

★

permitted^ to take care of

or such novelty floor coverings as were in
process of actual manufacture on March 2,
1942. However, changes may be made in

increased importing costs
Increases in maximum prices estab
lished for burlap—to meet additional
costs of shipping caused by the warare permitted under Amendment No. 1

to Revised Price Schedule No. 18, accord

tween January 1, 1941, and March 1, 1942.

basic construction with the written approval

of OPA. In such a case, a manufacturer
is required to submit an application contain

ing the proposed basic construction and pro
posed price, and showing that the material
previously used is unavaUable or prohibitive
In cost, or that its use in novelty floor cover

ings is so restricted by allocation of priority

orders as to require the proposed change

and that the change is one calculated to pre

ing to announcement February 27 by

serve quality.

OPA Administrator Henderson.

Where a particular novelty rug Is offered
for sale by a manufacturer or distributor for

The amendment, effective March 3,
1942. permits only the addition to the
maximmn prices of actual cost incurred

for increased war risk insurance and
ocean freight over the rates prevailing

when the maximum prices were originally
established.

Insurance has risen

When Price Schedule No. 18 for burlap
was issued August 16. 1941, the then pre
vailing war risk insurance rates of ap
proximately 2Vi percent were considered
and given due weight in detennination
of maximum prices for the product. At

factor in the cost of living for the average
citizen, accounting for perhaps 3V2 per

to as much as 10 percent.
At present ocean freight rates have not

that domestic output in 1941 was the

The nsw temporary order provides that
manufacturers can only seU such novelty

floor coverings as they offered for sale be

As well as being of prime Importance
to the armed forces, wool is a substantial

cent of his expenses. In spite of the fact

warranted price increases.

Rises in burlap prices

that time there also prevailed an ocean
freight rate of approximately $25 per 40
cubic feet of space or 16 hundredweight.
Since October 15, however, war risk
insurance rates from India have increased

Big factorin living costs

some cases as much as 25 percent) In

Increased above the rate prevailing at the
time the original schedule was issued.

the first time on or after March 2. 1942. and,
consequently, has no February 20 price the'

maximum price must be In line with the
February 20 price for the most comparable
novelty rug. An application, however, must
be filed with OPA within 8 days after such
a rug is first offered for sale. (This applica
tion should be filed on Form 3T1 which can
be obtained from the Office of Price Admin
istration). If OPA should determine that
the price was not arrived at fairly, it can
stipulate a lower maximum price.
*
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SANDBAG MATERIAL WOULD
ENCIRCLE GLOBE EIGHT TIMES
Sufficient burlap and osnaburg to go
more than eight times around the world

has been purchased by the Supply Divi
sion, Corps of Engineers, and will be used

for making sandbags, the War Depart
ment announced. This purchase is in
addition to millions of yards of the same
material bought for camouflage pur
poses.

★
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Makers of dry batteries,

fiashlights, bulbs asked
to hold prices down

11

ViaORY ★

PACKERS—DON'T TAKE SUGAR "Victo^' bicycle, al! other new
TILL 45 DAYS BEFORE SEASON models after January 15, must
A E. Bowman, chief of the sugar sec

have OPA price approval

tion of WPB. asked canners on February
25 not to accept delivery of their sugar

Arequest notto raise prices above the supply more than 45 days before they

levels of February 1 and to cancel any begin canning their 1942 pack.
increases made since that date was con

tained in letters sent out February 23

"The sugar is needed in certain areas

for household consumers and should not

by Price Administrator Henderson, to all be tied up in canners" warehouses or
manufacturers of dry batteries, flashlights. and flashlight bulbs,

Characterizing flashlights and drybat
teries as "items of essential civilian de
fense equipment," Mr. Henderson said,
"it is of great importance that prices of
these articles remain stable." The Ad

plants unnecessarily long." Mr. Bowman

said.
★

*

*

Selling prices for the new "Victory"
bicycles, which a number of manufac
turers plan to Introduce, will have to
be approved by Price Administrator
Henderson.

While not mentioning the "Victory"
bicycle by name, Mr. Henderson, in a
letter sent to all bicycle manufacturers,
asks that proposed price lists with re

Los Angeles selected for

ministrator made it clear that his re

third In series of

quest applied not only to net prices
charged by manufacturers to distributors

scrap metal price clinics

and dealers, but to suggested retail list

Los Angeles has been selected as the
site for the third of a series of non-

prices as well. Further studies will be
made of the dry battery industry, ac

cording to the letter, with a view to for
mulating a definite price program. •

spect to all new models added after
January 15. 1942, be submitted to the
OPA for approval "well in advance of
the planned introduction to the trade.

ferrous scrap metal price clinics, Price
Administrator Henderson annouixced
February 25. This clinic will be held

PubUc cautioned against "stocking op"

March 6.

Flashlight, radio, ignition, and lantern To clarifytrade problems
dry batteries are covered by the letter,
Purpose of the meeting is to explain
but dry cells designed for use In hearing the six price schedules covering nonferaids are excluded, since OPA previously rous scrap metals, including aluminum,
asked that these batteries be not raised copper, brass mill, lead, zinc and nickel.
in price over the levels of October 15, Previous clinics were held in Chicago
1941.
on December 17 and in New York on
In making public the letter. Mr. Hen
January 29. Both were well attended
derson took occasion to cauUon the pub
and proved a valuable source of in
lic against "stocking up" with dry cells. formation in clarifying points raised by
"Dry batteries deteriorate, even though the trade regarding OPA's activities,
not in use," the Administrator stated. relative to scrap metals.
★

★

*

Brake shoe firm rescinds price
advance, after OPA study
Complying with a request of the Office
of Price Administration, the American
Brake Shoe & Foundry Co.. with offices

in New York, has rescinded the recent

increase in Its price of brake shoes.OPA
Administrator Henderson announced
February 26. With the withdrawal of

the $2 per net ton price advance made
on January 1, 1942, the company's brake
shoe prices are again at October 1, 1941
levels.

Soon after the effective date of the $2

advance. OPA initiated an investigation
which, after careful study and confer
ence with representatives and ofBcials of
American Brake Shoe, culminated in the
Issuance of a request that the price
increase be rescinded.

Sales made at the higher prices will
be adjusted to October I prices by
refunds.

General invitatioa extended
Los Angeles was named as the location
for the third meeting because of the
importance of scrap in production of
war materials. Many West Coast plants
now are operating on defense orders.
Invitations have been extended to some

200 industrial scrap makers, dealers and
consumers. However. OPA quarters
urged attendance by any maker, dealer,
or consumer who failed to receive a
formal Invitation.

Sneakers at the Los Angeles clinic will

include George R. Taylor, associate price
executive of the copper and brass eection;
Fred Wolf, OPA legal division counsel on

nonlerrous metals, and Philip H. Coombs,
assistant to D. H. Wallace, who Is assistant
director of the OPA's Price DlvUlon in charge
of metals. There will be en open period for
discussion from the floor of questions tfilsea
by the trade.
*

★

*

CEIUNGS ON FERTIUZER
See story on page 16.

Asked to hold prices down
Mr. Henderson's letter notes also that
substantial increases have taken place in

retail bicycle prices in recent months n.nd
adds "It is of great importance that these

prices remain stable particularly since
bicycles are important for civilian
transportation."

Until a definite price program is de
veloped. the letter goes on to say,manufactxu-ers are asked to make no increases
in their prices for bicycles and bicycle

parts and accessories above the level in

effect on January 15, 1942. This request
applies to suggested retail as well as
wholesale prices, the letter points out. If
current prices are above those in effect
on January 15, 1942, the OPA Admimstrator requests that they be restored to
the level that prevailed on that date.
*

*

*

OPA fats and oils trade rules

revoked; ceilings unchanged
Fats and Oils Schedule No. 25, issued
August 28. 1941, was revoked, effective
February 23, Price Administrator Hen
derson announced on that day.

This schedule was issued originally by
the Office of Price Administration and
Civilian Supply chiefly for the purpose

of preventing speculation, hoarding, and
undue price rises in fats and oils and
their products through eUmlnation and

regulation of certain trade practices.
On February 3.1942. Amendment No. 2
to Price Schedule No. 53 was Issued by
OPA estabUshing maximum prices upon

fats and oils and their products. This

price ceiling order remains unchanged.

Schedule No. 25 is no longer an OPA
function, since trade practices now faU
under tlie scope of the War Production
Board.

★
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rationinS ...
State and county quotas euid reserves

'stock pile' roughly during the period of a
year. The decision to release a large

announced for 145,500 new automobiles
state and county quotas and reserves

under which 145,500 new 1942 passenger
automobiles will be rationed to eligible
buyers and exempt categories from
March 2 to the end of May under the
regulations announced February 22 were
issued February 25 by Price Administra
tor Henderson.

In all, 340.000 new passenger cars will

be released to essential users over the
next 12 months under the rationing plan,
out of tlie total supply of some 480,000
new 1942 passenger automobUes in the

hands of manufacturers, distributors,
and dealers.

The remaining cars are

number of cars has not been made lightly.
Some automobile transportation Is essen

In counties having more than one local
rationing board, such as New York

County, allotments to the local boards

will be made by the local rationing ad
ministrator, and if there is no local ad

ministrator. then by the State rationing

tors, if necessary, to adjust countyquotas
to the needs of each community. The
national reserve wiU permit any cor
responding adjustment of State quotas,
provide replacements for essential pas
senger cars used by Federal, State, and

local governments when these cars have
been wrecked; have been driven over
100,000 miles; or are 1937or earlier mod
els. Another part of the national reserve
has been established to cover fleet ex
pansion of eligible Federal services and
to provide for contingencies.
The March 2—May 31 quotas and re
serves appear in the table on this page.

War activity andexposure to
attack affect allowances
In general, the coimty quotas were ar

rived at by using the 1941 new car regis

trations as a guide. However, in many
counties the extent of local war and de

fense activity was an important deter
mining factor. This latter factor, as well

as others, such as population, area, and
exposure to potential air or naval attack,
played a part in setting up the State re
serves. This accounts for the large re

serve (1,632 cars) provided forCalifornia,
which is a State of gr^at distances with a
Jong-exposed coast line.

about 6 weeks' supply measured in terms
of 1941 demand.

Storage problem hastens release

Commenting upon the initial quotas,
Mr. Henderson said: "The liberal quotas

"On the other hand a number of con
siderations have led us to release cars

established for the first three months un
der the automobile rationing plan reflect
our previously announced policy of per
mitting distribution of new passenger
automobiles other than those held in the

rapidly. Storage of cars is expensiveand,
even where all proper precautions are

taken, some depreciation is unavoidable.
Storage facilities badly needed for other
purposes are now being used to store

automobiles and it is desirable that this

space be made available as quickly as
possible. Rapid release of cars will also
help to cushion the terrible impact of
the sudden stoppage of automobile pro
duction upon automobile dealers and
others who derive their income from re

STATE QUOTAS AND RESERVES,
NEW PASSENGER CARS

Actual quotas total 120,000
The actual State and county quotas
total 120,000 cars. However, an add!tional 25,500 vehicles are contained in
State and national "reserves" and a
small number of cars to be released for
sale in Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and
the Virgin Islands. State reserves will
enable the State rationing administra

commodities—total stocks which must

last for the 'duration' represent only

administrator.

being held in "stock pile" for rationing
in 1943 and after.

tial to the operation of our economy.
New automobiles are extremely scarce

March, April, May 1942
state

Qaota

Alabania.—

1,366

Arizona....
ArkftosM

California............
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware

371
780

28S
48
9S

8.916

l,r.32

S93

87
472
95

2,074

District ol Columbia.
Florida.....
Georgia. .............
Idaho.... ..........

lUlQols

......

lodiRDS...............
Iowa

361
977

174
135
22

4M

8.789

454
459

3,670

95
190
86
127
185
4r,2

1,CI2

......

1,351

1,403
C62

Maryland
Massachusetts........
Mich igan
........
MinDcsota............
Mississippi............

4,092
8,289

Missouri
Montana

3,336

Nebraska
Kerada

1,042

1,817

52S

144
422

917
104
118
369
3B
103
47
58

4,309

1,014

328

1,447

39
404
717
148
20
663
161

1.340

223

2,.S03
864
564

New Hampshire......
New Jersey
New Meiico

......

New York City
Now York State'
North Carolina.......
North Dakota.
Ohio
Oklflhoraa

Oregon
Pennsylvania
Kbodc Island..........
Soaih Carolina

South Dakota........
Tennessee
.

Utah

;;

Vermont
Virginia
Washington

........

West Virglnift.

Wisconsin

61

1,S13
. 1, 955

2,071

Kansas
Kentucty
Louiiiana.
Maloo--

Texas

Keserva

........

Wyoming

Total

3, 772

'7,030
2,077
438

8,216

8,297

908

718

103
05
20

1.139
400
1,808

"Furthermore, the withholding of auto
mobiles from the market is an Inflation

ary force. The income created by the
production of automobiles has been paid
out and is already reflected in the de

mand for goods, while goods which would
absorb the equivalent of this income are

being held off the market. Also, cars
that are sold now will continue to give
service for a period of years and we be

lieve that our responsibilities can best
be met by moving the existing stock of
new passenger cars fairly rapidly into

the hands of those who have the best
claim to new car transportation."
The local rationing boards were to be
gin to issue new car purchase certificates
on March 2 to applicants eligible under
the regulations. These certificates have
a life of 30 days and are not transferable.
They are exercisable anywhere in the

UnitedStates at prices not exceeding the
maximums established in Price Schedule
No. 85.
★

★

★

IG6

5,522

515
94.

425
326

2!i

2,360
1,861
1,069
2.923

402
542
83
176
24

273

120,000

tail sales of automobiles.

14,000

>Excluding city.

Territory quotM are; Hawaii, 266; Alaska. 13; Puerto

Kico, 90; Virgm Islands, 3; Panama Canal Zone. 52.

Carney named consultant
to OPA transport division
Appointment of William M. Carney as
principal consultant to OPA's division of
transportation was announced February
25 by Dr. G. Lloyd Wilson, dii-ector of
the division. A vice chairman of the
the division.

★
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Tire dealers and jobbers may sell stocks
back; manufacturers, mass distributors
must pass holdings to Government
Completion of a plan by which tire
dealers and jobbers can dispose of their
stoclcs of new passenger car tires and
tubes, thus getting relief from the finan
cial burden of "carrying" such stocks
during a period in which they can make
few sales under the tire rationing plan,
was announced February 27 by Price Ad
ministrator Henderson.

The "Tire Return Plan" was worked out

Jointly by representative tire dealers, the
industrial council of CPA, the Defense

13

★

4, Likewise, manufacturers and mass dis
tributors will be required to sell to the De

fense Supplies Corporation their own In
ventories of passenger car tires and tubes,
excepting small working stocks which they
will be permitted to retain to fulfill orders
received In the near future under the ra

tioning plan, at the cost of such merchan
dise to them. They will have the option

WHAT WE ACCOMPLISH BY
DOING WITHOUT NEW AUTOS

trol of nearly all new passenger car tires
and tubes in the Government, except for"
those retained by dealers or jobbers.
This is expected to minimize bootlegging
of tires. (3) The plan provides finan
cial assistance for small manufacturers
v/ho are not able to carry either their
own inventories or the tires which they
repurchase.

Adoption of the plan will aid small tire
dealers to remain in business if they wish
by relieving them of the financial load
incident to carrying large stocks of new

passenger car tires and tubes. Under
the plan they will be able to sell back as
much of their stocks as they wish.
Furthermore, as they sell tires under
the rationing program they should be
able to replenish their limited stocks,

Supplies Corporation (an RFC subsidi
ary), and more than 50 tire and tube

The War Production Board last week
released the following facts on auto
mobile conversion to show the need for

manufacturers, distributors, and mail or
der houses. The Bureau of Internal Rev
enue and the Anti-Trust Division of the

since under the tire rationing regulation
manufacturers are required to limit
their sales to company-owned outlets to

passenger automobile rationing;
For every 24 autos we are not mak

outlets enjoyed before tire stocks were

ing this year we have saved steel and

frozen.

Department of Justice also participated

rubber for a single 27-ton MEDIUM

In the negotiations.

TANK.

Capital DOW tied ap
"This plan was developed," Mr. Hen

derson said, "to help tire dealers whose
business has been cxartailed because of
the shortage of rubber and the necessity

of rationing tires. The rubber situation
Is so acute that sales of passenger car

tires must be limited to a relatively few
essential users. This means that sales of
tires now held by dealers and jobbers
must be spread over a long period. Many
dealers and jobbers cannot afford to tie

For each automobile we are not mak

ing this year we have saved enough
tin to coat 1,000 CANS IN WHICH TO
PUT POOD for our soldiers and sailors.
For every 700 automobiles we are not

making this year we have saved enough

the same proportion of total sales such

The plan will require a small upward
revision of the ceiling prices now in ef
fect on wholesale and retail sales of new

passenger car tires and tubes. Ti'Uck
tires and tubes were not included in the

plan since they are moving out rapidly
enough under the rationing program to
relieve dealers of any great burden in

aluminum—used in pistons and miscel
laneous parts—to make one FIGHTER

carrying stocks. However, dealers who
do wish to sell truck tires and tubes back

PLANE.

to manufacturers and mass distributors

For each automobile we are not mak

can sell them back under the terms of

ing this year we have saved enough
nickel to make 100 pounds of nickel

the rationing order, although they are

steel for ARMOR PLATE. PROJEC

up their working capital for such a long

provided for in the passenger car tire

TILES. and ARMOR-PIERCING

and tube plan.

time and in some cases wish to get out
of the tire business. This plan will per
mit those dealers and jobbers who wish
to dispose of all or part of their passen

BULLETS.

ger car tires and tubes to sell them back

2,400 brass CARTRIDGE CASES for

to manufacturers or mass distributors
at reasonable prices."

zinc and copper to make brass for
the .30 caliber ammunition used in

'^our machine guns and our Qarand
semiautomatic rifles and our Spring-

1. Dealers and Jobbers can sell to the orig

fields.

inal manufacturers or mass distributors as

since tire and tube sales were stopped.
2. Manufacturers and mass distributors are

required under the agreement to which they
are parties to buy all such tires and tubes
offered them by jobbers and dealers at the
letter's costs plus 10 percent. Special pro

★

For each automobile we are not mak

ing this year we have saved enough

Provisions Include:

large a proportion as they wish of their pas
senger tire and tube stocks at their cost
prices plus 10 percent for out-of-pocket ex
penses Incurred in carrying this merchandise

not entitled to the additional 10 percent

of repurchasing tires from the Defense Sup

plies Corporation. Furthermore, they will

be required to make such purchases from
the Defense Supplies Corporation in order
to fill lawful demands for tires from holders
of rationing certificates. The Defense Sup
plies Corporation is prepared to handle as

*

★

Retreads can be moved

if title, use, the same
To clarify certain sections of the re
vised tire rationing regulations, OPA Ad
ministrator Henderson announced Feb

ruary 21 issuance of Amendment No. 1
to those regulations. Effective date was
February 19.

. The amendment points out that al

though there are controls on physical

much as $75,000,000 worth of passenger car

movement of new tires, there are no re

visions are made for purchasing back, at some

tires and tubes under the plan.

what lower prices, "discontinued" lines of

Three principal objectives

strictions on mere physical movement of
retreads where change in title or use is

tires manufactured subsequent to December
31. 1937.

3. Manufacturers and mass distributors are

required to sell such repurchased new pas
senger tires and tubes to the Defense Sup
plies Corporation at the cost to the manufac
turers and mass distributors of such repur

chased tires. Including the freight from the
dealer's store to the manuf."cturer's or mass
distributor's w.-.rehouse to which the tires or
tubes have been shipped.

The plan is expected to achieve three
principal objectives: (1) It provides a
means by which tire dealers and jobbers
can secure financial relief from the
burden of carrying stocks by disposing of
either all or a part of their existing in

ventory. (2) It concentrates initial con

not involved.
*

*

•*
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March tire and tube quotas larger

It's no use for civilian

because travel conditions are better

to ask WPB for tire

March tire and tube quotas substan

tially larger than those provided for
rationing to eligible vehicles in the pre
ceding month were made public February
26 by Price Administrator Henderson.

Per List A passenger cars, light trucks,
and motorcycles, the March quotas pro
vide a total of 104,701 new tires and 87,635 new tubes, against 80,784 new tires
and 67,616 new tubes for these vehicles
In February. The March quotas for
List A trucks, buses, farm equipment and
other heavy vehicles total 258,385 new
tires and 288.149 new tubes compared
with 156,029 new tires and 267,562 new

rating, says Henderson
State and national reserves have been

deducted from the published quotas for

It Is absolutely of no avail for a civilian

March in the same manner as in the

consumer to apply to the War Production

two preceding months, The national
reserve is, in effect, a pool that permits
OPA to make adjustments between States
and Territories, while the State reserves
are used for the same purpose among
coxmties at the discretion of the State
rationing administrators.

Board for a priority rating in the hope

*

★

★

tubes in the previous month.
Passenger
cycles, and
light trucks

for rationing in March to eligible trucks,
buses, farm equipment and other heavy
vehicles aggregate 110,225. There is no
fair comparison of this figure with Feb
ruary, since rationing of truck retreads
did not begin until the 19th of that

Ariiona
Arkansas

March quotas apply to the 48 States,
the District of Columbia, and United
States Territories: Alaska, Hawaii, Pan
ama Canal Zone, Puerto Rico, and the

CaJironiia...
Colorado
Connecticut. ...
Dolaware........
District ol Co

New

New

tire

tube
quota

quota

1,766
621

lombia—

Florida

662

254

2,070
2,107

1,802

690

6,280

7.03'j
7,135

2,732

1,341

4,2311
1,932

New Mexico

passenger car on List B of the eligibility

classifications will be able to get a re-

York City)....
KorUi Carolina..

treaded tire.

North Dakota...
Ohio
Okiahoma.

that tends to make motor transportation
difficult in many sections of the country.

1,192
3,011
541

New York (other
than New

The Increase in March quotas over
those of February is seasonal and re
flects subsidence of severe winter weather

S69:

2,8471

Michigan

New York City..

Reserves deducted from quotas

471

Minnosola.......

Hence, for another month, at least, no

1,217

This causes loss of time to the applicant
for tires and to the Government agencies

581

4Sa

2,307

6.211

£.133
2,793

4.297
2.338

468

392

8,433
2,407

«ai
275

Alaska

1, 887
1,563
1,134

1,8SI
261
30

Virgin Islands
Panama

529

2,031
7,642

Hawaii
Puerto Blco

588

1,005
8,652
1,509

2,757

810

Washington......
AVest Virginia....
Wisconsin
Wyoming

523

894

7,098
1.343

1,402

Vermont
Virpinia.

458

185
315

243
611
11

7,05«

7, 930

993

1.136

4,549 13, 990 15.724
2,015 5.528 6,213
1,099 3,038 3,414
5,594 17.270 19,410
1.262 1,418
1.173
3. 536
3, 974
434
1,216 3,367
!,700 5,103
5.735
C.405 18,399 20,678
470
1,314
1,477
443

230

671

754

1,57S

5.001
3.699
2,974
4,413

5,020

1.308
H9
1,574
218
25
M3
811

594
70
C15

Zone

Total

44

4.15

3.343
4,960

48

068
79
COl
408
48

112

126

363

Canal

3,206

2,553
1,925
1, 645
1.874
521

1,509
2,904

4,183
1,833

1,284
3.323
538

1,213
225
3S5

3.31J'
578

2,673

12,462 It 00'

Admmistrator said.

"Except for those on which the Army or

Navy directly purchases the tires." Mr. Hen

derson emphasized, "the only way for auy
vehicle, even though It Is engaged In work
on a military project, to get casings or tubes
is through application to the local rationing
board."

2,694
6,257

2,452

Rhode Island-...
South Carolina...
Tennessee

6, 348
1.064

1,196

221
370

1,313
6,683

Texas
Utah...-

394

3. 297' 3.706

1.196
7,859
1.197
1,419

4.791 14.S39 16.341
2.452 7.450 8.373
1,
5.933
6,668
1,539 4,473 5,027
1, 217
3,S22 4.""
1.441
4.354
4.894
47fi
1.215
1.364
1. !22 3.600 3,940
2, 3S3 6,74
7, 583
3, 541
9, 717 10.923
1.Cl
4,306 4,840
99S
2.984
3, 354
2. 520
7,721
8, 678
453
1.250 1,40.5
1,019 2.S19 3,1^

2,929

Oregon.Pennsylvania....
South Dakota

640

589

Maryland
Massactiusctts...

New Banpsbire.
New Jersey

1,907

1.603

1,722

Missouri
Montana

1,672
3.403

S18

Louisiana........
Maine

Nebraska........
Nevada

4,961

1,4S8

Al9
2,473
2,817

1,898
1,454

and tubes will be rationed during March
and their sale will be restricted to vehicles
on List A of the eligibility classifications.

4,432

520

190

Kentuefcy

Mississippi.......

1.478

1.166

Kansas

chase certif-cates for List B trucks out
of March quotas until March 25 and
then only if the needs of List A truck
eligibles have been satisfied.

quota

227

S. 72-1
2,629
2.351

March 20, but the local rationing boards
are not empowered to issue retread pur

tary branches of the United States or on
a military project, have applied to the
WPB for tire priority ratings, Mr. Hen
derson said.

tread

1,393

Illinois
Indiana
Iowa

under List B can apply for retreaded or
recapped tires between March 1 and

New
tube
quota

942
3,027
0.376 18.281 20,524
990
2,782 3,127

No passenger-car retreads

However, trucks qualifying

tire

1,126
7,617
1,183

Georgia..........
Idaho

authorized the manufacture of passenger

contract for one or another of the mili
Trucks

and
heavy Tehicles buses

New

Virgin Islands.

car camelback during that month. This
means that only new passenger car tires

farm equip

ment, other

that handle the correspondence," the OPA
Alabama.........

month.

No retreaded passenger car tires will be
available for rationing in March, since
the War Production Board has not

Trucks, buses,

States

quota

The statement was made to clear up
misunderstandings of procedure that, ac
cording to tire rationing oflBcials, still

attention of the OPA, civilian consumers,
particularly industrial Interests and
truckers who are engaged in work under

MARCH 1M2

cars, motor

purchase a new tire or tube, OPA Ad
ministrator Henderson said in a state
ment issued February 27.

seem to exist in some quarters. In nu
merous instances that have come to the

STATE TIRE QUOTAS

Retreaded and recapped tires available

that such a rating will enable him to

5,304
3,036
427

6,021
2,379
1,303

7.433
543

1,522
523
2,196

7.919
566
289

2,153
1.592
1,280
1,899
256
30
265

156
13

★
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Data asked on special purpose
autos caught by freeze order
Automobile dealers and manufacturers
were asked February 25 by Price Admin

istrator Henderson to furnish his office
with Information regarding any passen
ger cars In the "stock pile" designed and
equipped for special purposes which
might make them of little value for mili
tary or ordinary civilian use.
It is known that a number of these

"special jobs" such as vehicles for police
and fire departments, funeral cars, and
automobiles made to permit their opera
tion by those with physical disabilities,
were caught by the Government's order
requiring all passenger cars assembled
on and after January 16 to be reserved
as a stock pile for rationing in 1943 and
thereafter.

Due to disbursement restrictions on

public budgets in some cases, and to

the length of time required for special
building in others, a number of such cars

43

were not scheduled for deliveiy in time

[104, 701 87.635 256.335 288,148 110,223

to be completed prior to the freezing
order.

★
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$1 a ton to truck wastepaper

Registration for sugar unlikely to begin

allowed in certain conditions

before last week in March, OPA says

A charge of $1 per short ton for truck
ing wastepaper to a public siding when
transportation is in a truck owned or con
trolled by a seller having no private sid
ing is permitted In Amendment No. 1 to
Revised Price Schedule No. 30 (Waste-

paper Schedule), effective as of Febru
ary 27, 1942, and announced February 28
by OFA Administrator Henderson.
Tlie addition of the differential to the

established maximum price is authorized

for loading In all territories except in the
switching district of Chicago.
The amendment provides that the $1
per short ton loading differential may be
added also when the point of shipment is
at premises other than those of the seller
and there is no rail siding or barge dock
upon such premises, provided that the
wastepaper shipped were not sorted,
packed, baled, or accxmiulated by the
seller.

The additional $1 per short ton charge
must be shown as a separate item on the

The following facts regarding the
forthcoming Nation-wide registration
for sugar rationing books were released
February 28 by Price Administrator

The amendment provides also that
when the transportation of wastepaper to

a buyer is in a truck owned or controlled
by the seller, it is permissible to add $1
per short ton, plus actual toll charges incuiTed, when the point of shipment and
the buyer's premises are in the same city,
or at a distance of ten miles or less by
the shortest available public highway
route.

For shipments of wastepaper in trucks
ovmed or controlled by the seller to con
sumers not in the same city and more

than ten miles from the seller's premises,
the seller may charge an amount not In

excess of the lowest published carload
freight rate.

The amendment affects only section
1347.10, appendix A of Price Schedule No.
30 as amended.
★

★

★

ARMY CONSERVING

Manufacturing economies are being
developed for Army use and already have
resulted in reducing consumption of 125
raw materials now listed as strategic and

critical, the War Department announced
recently.
The Materials Division of the OfBce

Local rationing boards to help
Registration will be accomplished over
a 4-day period. No dates have been es
tablished as yet and probably will not be
set for another week or so.

It is unlikely

Special provisions will be made to pro
vide householders with sugar for home

preserving and canning and for certain

persons who have to have sugar for me
dicinal reasons.

that registration will begin before the
last week in March because of the size,

★

★

★

scope, and complicated nature of the

AUTO CONTROL MODIFIED TO

task.

There will be approximately 1,400,000
registrars and the facilities of 245,000
elementary schools will be employed. In

addition, work of the registrars will be
supplemented by more than 7,500 local
rationing boards with a membership ag
gregating about 23.000 persons.
A registration book will be issued for
every man, woman, and child in the
United States excepting members of the
armed forces, inmates of institutions,
and persons temporarily or permanently
In hospitals, convalescent homes, etc.
After the

COVER ALL STATION WAGONS
To bring all types of station wagons
under control of OPA for rationing pur

poses. Amendment No. I to Supplemen
tary Directive No. lA has been issued by
WPB Chairman Nelson.

The amendment revises the definition

Book for each in family anit

Initial registration, late

comers may obtain their war ration
books by application to a local rationing
board. However, the local boards will
not accept any applications for a 2-week
period following the close of registration.
One adult may register for each fam
ily unit, although a separate war ration

of "new passenger automobiles" to in
clude any 1942 model passenger automo

bile having a seating capacity of not
more than 10 persons. The Directive as
previously issued covered only automo
biles with a capacity up to 8 persons.

Ambulances, hearses now included
Ambulances,

hearses and

all

other

body types built upon standard or length
ened passenger car chassis are now in
cluded, as well as station wagons and

taxicabs which were previously specified.
★

★

★

book will be issued for each member of a

family unit. Servants, lodgers, and
others who may live in a household, but
who are not members of a family unit,

must

register

Individually.

Generally

speaking, a family unit consists of a
group, related by blood or marriage and
living and eating together under the

Hoarders to be penalized
No ration book will be given to anyone

who possesses sugar above a "normal in

ventory" requiring removal of more than,
eight stamps from the war ration book.
The normal inventory figure, which has
not yet been definitely determined, will

nounced also that the use of aluminum-

represent a fair supply that the average
family might be expected to have on

ware has been almost entirely eliminated.

hand, but will be less than a hoarder

of the Under Secretary of War an

getting a book at all or by having from
one to eight stamps torn from their
registrar.

same roof.

STRATEGIC MATERIALS

Hoarders, of

books before they receive them from the

Henderson.

invoice.

Transportation to buyer

might have accumulated.

course, will be penalized either by not

Dealer-to-dealer auto sales

not bound by wholesale ceiling
Dealers are not bound by the ceiling
set over wholesale prices for new 1942

passenger automobiles when selling cars
to another dealer, according to an inter

pretation of Price Schedule No. 85, is
sued February 27 by Price Administrator
Henderson.

For it is recognized, Mr. Henderson
made clear, that dealers who sell cars
at retail have incurred storage, insurance,
and other expenses.

Final retail sales, however, cannot be
made at prices above the OPA retail
ceiling, irrespective of the price at which
a car changed hands between dealers.

★
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Fertilizer prices "frozen" by OPA on eve
of spring planting to aid farmers in
all-out food production campaign
Price-conti'ol action designed to aid the

American farmer in his all-out food pro
duction campaign was taken February
22 by Price Administrator Henderson in

the form of a "freeze" of fertilizer prices—
a major item of cost to farmers—on the

eve of spring planting.

Regulated for 60 days
By Temporary Maximum Price Regu
lation No. 1, the Price Administrator for

bids the retail sale of mixed fertilizer,
superphosphate, and potash on and after

February 27 at prices above those at
which any seller of fertilizer at retail
did business during the 5-day period from
February 16-20, inclusive. This tempo
rary regulation has a life of 60 days from
Its effective date, but on or before its
expiration will be supplanted by a per

Differentials allowed for

trucking, loading of wastepaper
under certain conditions

At the termination of the 60-day tem
porary regulation period, the main ferti

subject to certain conditions was provided

shipping and other factors existing at
that time. However, it was emphasized
by Mr. Henderson that every effort will

No. 30 for wastepaper, which was signed
February 24. 1942, and became effective
February 25, Price Administrator Hen

be made to hold prices to around current

derson announced.

levels if studies prove that industry profit
margins will remain at fair figures.

The February 22 order covers fertilizer
sales down to a minimum of 250 pounds.
OPA will scrutinize all such small lot

sales with extreme care for possible eva
sions.

Some 750 mixers will be affected by the

fertilizer order.

In 1940, the industry

produced 8,310,853 tons.
Effective date of the "freeze" order has

been set for February 27, 6 days later
than the ceiling price period, in order

To check iaflationary prices

to

111 announcing the ceiling, Mr. Hender
son disclosed that action to bring about

agents adequate time to check their sales
made during this period. This will in

stable prices for nitrate of soda, sulphate
of ammonia, and cyanamid, other lead

volve considerable clerical work, since the
ceilings are set on an alternative basis.
The manufacturer Is given the choice
of (1) his price list in effect during the
period between February 16 and 21, or
(2) the weighted average sale price dur
ing such period, or (3) If there were no
such price list, the list of others in the
same locality. Dealers and agents also

next few days. This will be done by set
ting seasonal ceilings on seller's margins
la a permanent price regulation.
"Fertilizer prices have advanced considera

bly as compared with a year ago," Mr. Hen
derson stated. "Our farmers are being called
upon to produce as never before the vital

commodities and foodstuffs that wlU play
so Important a part tn winning this war.

In making this effort, farmers have a right

to expect that supplies of fertilizer shall be

placed at their disposal at unlnfiated prices.
Higher fertilizer prices at this time can only

serve to hinder our national food-production

give

manufacturers,

dealers,

and

may use the same alternative.
★

★

SAVE YOUR ANTIFREEZE,

program."

Mixed fertilizers covered

So-called mixed fertilizers, covered by
the new "freeze" are the most important
product of the industry. The business is
highly seasonal. Most fertilizer is used
in the south for growing cotton, corn,
tobacco, and vegetable crops, and is nec
essary because of soil conditions. Over
70 percent of the volume is sold in Febru
ary, March, and April in the south, when
spring seeding and planting takes place.
In the north, while greatest activity oc
curs in the spring season, there is also
a secondary peak in the fall.

A majority of fertilizer sales are made

from manufacturers through their agents
to farmer users. All previous OPA price

ceilings have been established at the pri
mary or wholesale source.

siding under certain circumstances and

lizer sales season will be over. Perma
nent price ceilings will take into account

manent regulation.

ing fertilizers, will be taken within the

Permission to charge a $1 differential
for trucking of wastepaper to a public

CAR OWNERS ADVISED
Automobile owners should save their

antifreeze mixtures this spring instead
of throwing them away as many did In
previous years, Dan A. West, director of
the Consumer Division of OPA, ad
vised February 25. The chemicals used
in making antifreeze compounds are
needed to make explosives, and for Army
and Navy tank and airplane operation.
Car owners can therefore aid the war

effort, protect their cars, and help their
pocketbooks by draining and saving the
anti-freeze now in their car radiators as
soon as cold weather lifts. Mr. West said.
Car owners who usually have the anti
freeze drained at service stations were
urged to bring their own containers.

In Amendment No. 6 to Price Schedule

The differential is authorized for load

ing in all territories except in the switch
ing district of Chicago.

Other provisions
The amendment also provides that
when transportation of wastepaper to a
buyer is in a truck owned or controlled
by the seller, the seller may add a charge
of not more than $1 per short ton, plus
actual toll charges, when both the point
of shipment and the buyer's premises are
located in the same city, town, or mu
nicipality, or at a distance of 10 miles or

less from each other by the shortest avail
able public highway route. For ship
ments of wastepaper in the seller's own

trucks to consumers not in the same city
or more than 10 miles from the seller's
premises the seller now may charge an
amount not exceeding the lowest pub
lished carload rail rate.
★

★

★

Liquid and potash soap group
discusses glycerine recovery
Discussion of specifications in liquid
and potash soap manufacturing that
would insure maximum production and
conservation of glycerine were held Feb

ruary 24 by members of a soap and glyc
erine industry advisory subcommittee.
The suggestions of the group will as
sist the members of the main body meet
ing March 5 to form their own proposals
to the War Production Board In guiding
the operations of the entire industry.
The liquid and potash soap manufac
turers' product comes to approximately
2 percent of the volume of the soap
Industry.
Large manufacturers will be asked to

use their extensive equipment in deglycerinizing their oils as completely as pos
sible. Smaller manxifacturers may not
be required to recover glycerine com
pletely because of the relatively small
amount obtained and the excessive cost

of getting it.

★
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Temporary ceilings set on used
egg cases to help avert
rise in egg prices
In an effort to avert sharp Increases In

the price of eggs, the Office of Price Ad

VICTORY
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ilnlormation furnished through Office
of AgricultuTal Defense Relattoiis,
V. S. Department of Agriculture)

AGRICULTURE

War needs first in limited shipping
from South America, says Wheeler;

ministration February 23 issued Tempo

rary Price Regulation No. 2 for used egg

handling of surpluses a serious problem

cases, eflective the same day.
The regulation establishes maximum

The most urgent aspect of our rela

Sugar Agreement. Conferences are pro

tions with Latin America concerns the
interchange of strategic materials, but
the handling of surpluses that cannot be
and tends to forestall proposed increases.
moved out of South America is a prob
Egg shipments in this country are ap
proximately three-to-one in used cases lem of great importance. Leslie A.
over new cases. Of an estimated 112 Wheeler of the United States Depart
million standard cases of eggs to be moved ment of Agriculture said in addressing
this year, only 30 million new cases wiU the Sixth National Farm Institute at
be produced. Increases In the prices for Des Moines. Iowa.
used cases, therefore, will have a vital Not enough ships to move all

prices for used egg cases as those pre
vailing February 17 to February 21, 1942.

effect on prices consumers must pay for
eggs-

Maximum prices:

Mid-coDtinent area

Eastern area

gressing in Washington for the purpose
of drafting an international wheat
agreement. International cotton meet

ings had been held prior to the outbreak
of the war in 1939. and the conversations
have since been continued through a
committee.

"In all of our plans for the improve

ment of inter-American relations today,
there is full recognition of the fact that
weare at warand that all ofour planning
must be in terms of the war effort,"

said Mr. Wheeler, who is director of
22 ceats per ease... 26 ecnts pot ca-w.
17 cents per cfise... 21 cents pec ease.
12 cents per case...

16 cents per case.

The ordeT provides specifications for each

^The Eastern area Includes: the States ol
Maine, Vermont. New Hampshire, Rhode Is
land, Connecticut, Massachusetts, New TorK.
New Jersey, Pennsylvania. Virginia, West Vir
ginia. Maryland. Delaware, North Carolina.
South Carolina. Georgia. Florida, and the
District of Columbia.

The

Mid-continent area

embraces

tne

States of Ohio. Indiana. M'chigan. nhnoij.
Wisconsin, Tennessee, Kentucky. Wabama.
Mississippi, Louisiana. Texas, Oklahoma.

Arkansas. Missouri, ^owa Minn^ota Noi^

Dakota, South Dakota. Nebraska, and Kansas.
*

*
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CAKE SUGAR REFINING
COMMITTEE
Formation of a "cane sugar refining
Industry advisory committee was an

nounced February 23 by the Bureau of
Industry Advisory Committees.
A. E. Bowman, chief of the sugar sec

tion of the War Production Board. Is
Government presiding officer.
Members are:

Ellsworth Bunker, National Sugar Refining
Co.,NewYork, N. Y.; Joseph P. Abbott, Amer

the Office of Foreign Agricultural Rela
tions "Our hopes for a thriving, freely
moving trade within the Hemisphere

must, to some extent, bepostponed. The
reason for this is simple. No nation in

the world today, and no combination of

nations has enough ships with which to
to move. There is still plenty of sugar
in those parts of the world to which we
have access, but sugar is tight because
we can't move it aU. The same holds
true for many other commodities.

"When shipping is short, priority
schedules are established, and the things

highest on the list move first. Thus the

left behind in whole or In part.

"At the same time, we cannot ignore

the fact that the commodities not moved
out may create serious problems in the
countries where they are piling up. We
had hemispheric surpluses of home ag
ricultural products even before the war,

chiefly of wheat, cotton, coffee, andcorn."
Plans for control initiated
Even beforethe war, Mr. Wheeler said,

Taussig, Sucrest Co.. New York, N. Y.:paries

ment was signed. Most of the sugar-

La- W C. Kemper. Sterling Sugars. Inc.,

Franklin, La.; E. W. Colman. Inland Si^ar

Co., 730 West Oregon St., Milwaukee, Wis.

tions have not gone as far, but they have
been studying our methods and, in some
cases, have tried to work out control pro

grams oftheir own. It seems likely that
after the war, we can put into effect

agreements by which the producing
countries will limit their production of
surplus crops and regulate their stocks,
dividing among themselves on an equita
ble basis the available world market."
★

*

★

NEW PUNT TO CONCENTRATE
CITRUS JUICE FOR WAR
Construction of facilities with which
the Florida Citrus Canners Cooperative
at Lake Wales. Fla.. can produce concen

other American nations know that we trated citrus juices to help meet wartime
will take from them the things most requirements has been approved, the De
partment of Agriculture has announced.
needed for our war effort, but that com
modities which are less essential may be To be bought by Government

more critical of the surpluses under some
kind of effective control. Over a year

Oodchaux. Godchaux Sugars, New Orleans.

progress in this direction. Other na

move all of the things they would like

ican Sugar Refining Co.. New York, N.
L CompigUa, CalUornia and Hawaiian Sugar
Corporation. San Francisco. Calif.; Thomas
Oxnard, Savannah Sugar Refining C^. Sa
vannah. Oa.. Henry E. Worcester, Revere
Sugar Refining Co., Boston. Mass.; o, w.

Can limit production byagreements
"The first objective in the control of
surpluses is. of course, to revise total pro
duction downward." he said. ' The
United States has made a good deal of

plans had been Initiated to bring uie
ago an Inter-American Coffee Agree

producing nations of the Hemisphere

were signatories of the International

The Columbia Bank for Cooperatives,

Columbia, S. C., will finance acquisition
of the land and construction of facilities

capable of producing 300.000 gallons of
concentrated citrus juices each year
under normal conditions.

Upon completion, the new facilities
will be bought by the Federal Govern
ment with Lend-Lease funds at a pur

chase price equivalent to the total cost
of construction. They will then be
leased to the Cooperative and operated
so that all citrus products manufactured
will be available for purchase by the
Government for Lend-Lease and other
uses.
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LABOR...
Auto workers' dispute over extra pay

must be made without delay," said Mr,
Davis, in announcing the Board's deci
sion. "If agreement on pay cannot Iw
reached the dispute should be submitted

referred back to compcuiy, union;
hearings held on Little Steel issues
The National War Labor Board held
Its first open hearing last week at the
conclusion of which it ordered that the
dispute between the Toledo, Peoria &
Western Railroad and two railroad
brotherhoods be settled by arbitration.
The Board held hearings on both the
General Motors and Little Steel disputes,
effected agreements in two cases and

tors Corporation and the United Auto
mobile Workers. CIO, was heard for 2
days before a division of the full Board
at the end of which time the Board

The first strike called after certifica
tion of a case to the Board was ended
when William H. Davis, Board chair
man, wired the Industrial Union of Ma
rine and Shipbuilding Workers of

America, CIO, calling upon them to end
immediately their strike which "consti

tutes a complete failure on the part of
the striking employees to carry out their
plain duty to their country in its present
hour of peril." A total of 125 welders
at the Hoboken yard of the Bethlehem
Shipbuilding Co. had called an unau
thorized strike February 25 because of
a grievance over a foreman. The dis
pute between the union and the com
pany, in which 8 yards are involved,
Including that at Hoboken, is scheduled
for a hearing March 16 at the Board's
oiBces.

During the week, hearings were also
held in other cases, some at the Board's
ofBces and others in the field.

Toledo, Peoria & Western
The dispute between the Toledo. Pe
oria it Western Railroad and the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and
Enginemen and the Brotherhood of
Railroad Trainmen was heard by the full

BOARD HEARINGS OPENED
TO PUBLIC
The National War Labor Board
on February 24 decided to open
hearings before the full Board to
the public.

before the panel broke down, was ordered
by the Board. This increase is to extend
to June 30, 1942, when the present con
tract between the company and union

management that there shall be no

strikes or lockouts for the duration
of the war and that all disputes

shall be settled by peaceful means,
the decisions of the Board have a
quasi-Judicial character.

"The American people are entitled
to as much Information as possible
concerning the facts considered by
the Board in reaching its decisions."
The Board amended Rule 10 of Ad
ministrative Regulation No. 2. Rules
of Procedure, to open hearing ses
sions of the Board to the public
unless in particular cases the Board
rules otherwise.

IThe dispute between the General Mo

expires.

In making the recommendations to
the Board, the members of the panel
Fowler Harper, Dale Purves. and Fred
Hewitt—stated that they wished to "em
phasize that their approach was neces
sarily one of mediation, not arbitration."
The company employs 4,500 men and
several days of hearings before the panel
had been held earlier in the month.
Ohio Brass Co.

On February 26. at 6;30a. m. an agree
ment was reached in the long-standing
dispute between the Ohio Brass Co.. with

plants at Barberton and Mansfield. Ohio,
unanimously decided that since both
ery for settling the controversy over ex

General Motors

cox Co., Barberton, Ohio, and Babcock &

Wilcox Federal Labor Union, AFL. The
union had asked for a 10-cent an hour
general wage increase and a union shop.
A 5-cent an hour increase, effective Feb

in procedure. "Because of the na
tional agreement between labor and

27. At the end of this hearing the
Board ordered that the controversy over

The company askedfor time to consider.
A strike since December 28, 1941, has
tiedup this road, which is a short freight
belt line by-passing Chicago.

tions were accepted unanimously by the
Board Pebruaiy 25 for the settlement of
the dispute between the Babcock & Wil-

ruary 6, at which time the negotiations

H. Davis. Chairman of the Board,
said in commenting on the change

company and union agreed that machin

mitted to arbitration under the terms of
the Railway Labor Act. The unions im
mediately agreed to arbitration, which
they have proposed since Pearl Harbor.

Babcock & Wilcox Co.
The unanimous panel recommenda

"The practice by public bodies of
holding open hearings is one of the
haUmarks of democracy." William

Board at its first open hearing February
wages and working conditions be sub

other procedures fail, the matter will be
submitted to the Board for final settle
ment."

received certification of nine new con
troversies.

first to settlement under any procedure
that is set up in any contract between
the parties. Otherwise conciliation
should be Immediately invoked. If all

tra compensation for swing-shift opera
tions was contained in the existing con
tract. it should be referred back to the
parties for settlement.

The dispute, which affects 190,000
workers, arose over the union's demands
for double time pay for work done on

Sundays and holidays, made necessary
by conversion of the plants to 7-day op
eration. By agreement this conversion
Is being made without delay.
"The change-over to 24-hour and

7-day operations in American industry

and the United Electrical. Radio and
Machine Workers. CIO. Tiie agreement came after 2 days of hearings before a
mediation panel composed of Fowler
Harper. H. L. Derby, and Hugh Lyons.
It provides for a 10-cent increase In
hourly rates and a 10-percent increase
in piece rates at Barberton. with 5 cents
an hour and a 5-percent increase in
piece rates at Mansfield. Paid vacations
are also called for; and all who are
drafted for military service or who en

list are to be given 2 weeks' wages for 6
months' employment. 4 weeks, for a
year's employment.

The union has been attempting to se
cure a contract from the company since
February 1939.

★
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A 6-day hearing ended with an agree
ment being reached between the Breeze
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99 percent of aliens sought by employers

Corporation, Inc., Newark, N. J., and the
United Automobile Workers, CIO, on all
issues in dispute except those referring
to "money matters." The panel In the
case, composed of Robert Burns, Wilbur
Doran, and Hugh Lyons, decided that an
Investigation should be made of this

question after which they will make
recommendations to the Board.

The company employs 1,700 workers
and other issues which were settled In
cluded vacations and arbitration ma
chinery.

RobinsDry Dock
Hearings on the dispute between the
Industrial Union of Marine and Ship

approved by Army, Navy for secret work
The Army and Navy have been able
to grant permission to employers to hire

workers except on secret work. On se

more than 99 percent of the many

Army or Navy to hire alien workers on

thousands of unnaturalized worlsers they
have sought to employ on secret war

employers to adopt a sane policy toward

the War" conference in Pittsburgh.

Important part o(labor supply
"Many of the best tool makers In the

coiintry are among the unnaturalized and
loreign-born citizens and t^erelore these
workers are a very lir.nortant part ol our

anything else, 1b that they should be allowed

In accordance with the Boaid's decision

He

pointed to the recent statement of
President Roosevelt urging all private

after 2 days to March 12 In order to
allow the mediators to obtain facts on
the union security issue. The union la

Otiier cases

the basis of individual applications.

of the minority groups branch of the
War Production Board's Labor Division,
declared February 22 at the "Labor in

labor srppty. We cannot get all-out pro
duction without using them." Dr. Alexander

for the 7.200 employees of the company.

ployers to get the permission of the

production. Dr. Will W. Alexander, chief

building Workers. CIO, and the Robins
Dry Dock &Repair Co., New York, N. Y..
by a panel of the Board were adjourned

seeking wage increases and a union shop

cret work, provision is made for em

said

"SlDce most of these workers are un

aliens and foreign-born citizens.

Two main classes of minority groups
The minority groups In America foi-m

a large part of our available labor supply,
Alexander said. "They are made up of
two major classifications, those who are
chronically handicapped in employment
and those whose employment difficulties
have been made acute by the war." he

doubtedly loyal, the best protection which

stated.

the country could have agaliist their being

"The first group includes the 12 mil
lion Negroes, the 3 million Spanish-

to work.

"One oT the best possible means of making
fifth columnists and saboteurs is to turn

American workers, the Jews, and the
Oriental or so-called Yellow races. The

added.

second group is made up of the 4 or 5
million foreign-born people whose nat

these people Into the streets in Idleness." he
Alexander

explained

that Congress

has placed no restrictions on the war

uralization has not been completed. In

production employment of unnaturalized

cludingmany from the United Nations."

the Amalgamated Association of Street.
Electric Railway and Motor Coach Em

ark, N. J.. and the United Office and Pro

of February 18 that the controversy on

upgrading procedures between the Steel
Drop Forge Group, representing eight
employers, in Cleveland, Ohio, and the
International Die Sinkers Conference, an

independent union, should be submitted
to arbitration. Dean Lloyd Garrison of
the University of Wisconsin Law School,
who had been named by the Board as
arbitrator, made his award after 2 days
of hearings.

During the week, also, hearings were
held in two cases where it proved Impos

sible to reach agreements and the panels
in both cases will make reports to the
Board.

These involved the Thompson

Products Co.. Cleveland, Ohio, and the
United Automobile Workers, CIO. and the
Gnodyear Aircraft Corporation, Akron,

Ohio, and the United Automobile Work
ers, CIO.

Three other Board cases were heard
In the field but at the end of the week
no settlements had been reached. The
Screw Machine Products Co., Providence,

ployees, AFL, had Paul A.Dodd conduct
ing hearings In Oakland on the issue of
wages: and Professor David McCabe of
Princeton University, who had been ap

pointed Investigator by the Board in the
wage dispute between the Municipal Gov

CIO; the Prudential Insurance Co.. New
fessional Workers. CIO; Buckeye Cotton

Oil Co , Memphis, Tenn., and the United
Cannery, Agricultural, Packing, and Al
lied Workers. CIO; the Mead Corpora

tion. Lynchburg, Va., and the United

ernment of the City of Newark, N. J., and
the State, County, and Municipal Work
ers of America, CIO. held hearings for 2
days In Newark. In this last case. Pro

Mine Workers, District 60, CIO; Joint
Wage Board, Lumber Industry. Seattle.
Wash., and the International Brother
hood of Carpenters and Joiners, AFL:
and the Union Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo.,
and the International Union of Operat

fessor McCabe, unable to obtain an agree

ing Engineers, AFL.

ment, will make a report to the Board,
on the basis of which it will decide what

*

★

*

action should be taken.
New cases
The nine new cases certified to the

Board last week involved the following:

National Carlpading Co. and Universal
Carloading Co', New York. N.Y., and the

Southern and western

foundrymen to discuss industry

price problems with OPA

ment Workers Union, AFL; Booth-Kelly

Southern and Western nonferrous
foundry operators will confer with exec
utives from the OfBce of Price Adminis
tration in a series of regional meetings

dence In their dispute over vacations,
overtime pay, wages, elimination of the
bonus system, starting time, and the

Lumber Co., Springfield, Oreg., and the
International Woodworkers of America,
CIO; the J. Sklar Manufacturing Co.,

with particular reference to the letter
and questionnaire sent them January

union shop. The East Bay Transit Co.
and Key System. Oakland, Calif., and

Long Island City. N. Y., and the United

R. I., and the International Association
of Machinists, AFL, were heard in Provi

Brotherhood ol Railway and Steamship

Clerks, AFL; E-Z Mills. Bennington, Ver
mont, and the International Ladles Gar

Electrical, Radio and Maciiine Workers,

to discuss the Industry's price problems,

30, Price Administrator Henderson an
nounced February 26.
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Oliver warns industrial workers to

Special treatment withdrawn

"conduct themselves each day as though

from 4 areas, one industry

they too were under fire"

now producing for war

Those who control our factories and
those who run the machines "must con

"No element in that national team
work is more essential than the war

duct themselves each day as though they
too were under fire, desperately depend

effort of our industrial workers," Oliver
said. "The men and women in American
industry realize more fully every day

ent upon the results of that day, that
hour of exertion," Ell L. Oliver, chief of
the labor relations branch of the War
Production Board's Division, declared
February 21 in Pittsburgh.
Need teamwork now

"Today a few. tomorrow millions, of
the sons and brothers of our industrial
workers will be under the fire of an enemy
whose whole national power is massed
in guns at the fighting front," he said.
"We need now the teamwork that tomor

row will place in the hands of our young
fighting men weapons to meet and over
match the best that our enemies can
produce."

Oliver spoke before delegates sent by
unions of western Pennsylvania and
northern West Virginia to the "Labor In

the War" conference at the Carnegie
Institute of Technology sponsored by the
Institute, the WPB Labor Division, the
Consumers Division of the Office of Price
Administration, the OfBce of Civilian De

fense, the Defense Savings Division of
the Treasury Department, and the na
tional and regional oflBces of the API
and CIO.

their great responsibility to the soldiers,
sailors, and airmen who must face
heavily armed enemies. These workers

have brought to their industrial jobs not
just the skill of their trained hands and
brains, at the machine or on the as
sembly Unes; they have given their ac
tive, vigorous, energetic cooperation in
meeting the many complex problems of
war production. Without the drama or

the glamour that makes newspaper head
lines, they have none the less been almost

unbelievably effective in their part of

"Labor unions are cooperating with the
Federal Government through national
committees in many industries," Oliver
told the conference. "Fifty great na
tional and international unions have set
up such committees to confer with and

to advise Government and industry in
meeting the grave problems of the war
period. Their help has often been in

★

proved.

Contracts let to the washing-machine
industry alone will provide 7,000.000 manhours of work. This industry of 34 com
panies was given a large war order, three
larger companies taking the prime con
tracts and subcontracting the parts to
the other companies in the Industry.
The four communities involved are:
Meadville, Pa.—Talon fastener plants have
war contracts for items which can be made

on their equipment; substitutes are being

sorbed the unemployment of last fall.
Mansfield, Ohio.—Large contracts have been

Nine union representatives

placed which will provide substantial emplov-

named to shoe labor committee

men upon the battlefields, but nowhere

War Production Board.

tanks In Libya and our ships in the North
Atlantic are convincing samples of what
American industry can and will do. Vic
tory will be ours if we go after it.

pointed out.

NexBton and Kelloffp, Iowa.—Two washing-

unions was announced February 25 by
Sidney Hillman, Labor Director of the

Our

ment, including an allowance of up to
15 percent in prices on war contracts,
is being alleviated by the large orders
placed under this procedure, Hillman

contracts which have almost completely ab

however, brought us some basis for con
fidence in the future. We have had few

the definite superiority of our planes and

to certify these situations to the War
and Navy Departments for special treat

machine companies have contracts and sub

*

committee of nine representatives of shoe

our pilots over their antagonists.

The acute "priority unemployment"
which caused the War Production Board

used lor copper in making fasteners.
★

"These battles in the Far East have,

in this world war have men given better
accounting of themselves than have the
American and Philippine fighters under
General MacArthur. We have had few
airplanes in battle thus far, but wher
ever they have been they have shown

"Priority unemployment" alleviated

War orders keep them goio^

and homes for war workers.

Appointment of a shoe labor advisory

victory.

nounced February 23.

defense plants, army camps, navy bases,

lems."

diers, until our metals have become tanks
and planes and guns, until our ships have
.ended all possible hope of quick or easy

industrial communiti^and to the house
hold washing-machine" industry, Sidney
Hillman, Labor Director, WPB, an

Labor surveys have disclosed that these
unemployment situations have been im

"We will not win." he warned, "until
our young men from farm and factory
and office have become well-trained sol

erence granted last fall to four small

getting this Nation on a war footing."
Oliver described labor's part in turn
ing out ships ahead of schedule and in
setting new records in construction of

dispensable to a solution of those prob

''Victory ... if we go afterit"

Awards of millions of dollars in war
contracts have made it possible for the
War Production Boaid to recommend
suspension of the special contract pref

Union representatives named

by

ment.

'

Eatonton, Go.—The aluminum goods com
pany here has been given conti-acts providing
200,000 man-hours of work, which will off

set the previous priority unemployment.
Other communities certified for special
treatment last fall, whose companies have
been awarded some contracts, include:
Manltowoc, Wls., Evansvllle, Ind.. KenoshaRaclne, Wls., Ripon, Wis., Greenville, Grand
Rapids, and Muskegon, Mich., LaCrosse Wls
and London, OhJo.

Hillman to the committee are:
John J. Mara, Boston, Mass; Frank WT

Anderson, Chicago, 111.; Michael P. Lynch'
HaverhlH. Mass.; and Michael Tesoro, PhlU

^elphla. Pa.; all ot the Boot and Shoe
Workers, AFL.

McGrath. president; James J

Mtchell, general secretary-treasurer; Horace
B. Da^s and I. Rosenberg, all of the United

Shoe Workers, CIO. McGrath, Mitchell, and
^vls are from Washington, D. C., while
Rosenberg Is from New York City.
John F. Burke, general vice-president and
organizer. Brotherhood of Shoe and Allied
Craftsmen, Brockton, Masa

★

*

★

SELECTIVE SERVICE LOTTERY
The third national Selective Service
lottery will be held in Washington March

17 when order numbers for the regis
trants who enrolled in February to swell
the Nation's pool of potential manpower
will be determined. National Headquar
ters, Selective Service System, annotmced.

★
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Overtime pay doesn't afEect
production, Hillman says in

TRANSPORTATION...

answer to Smith amendment

Survey under way to determine most

statement by Sidney Hillman, Labor
Director, War Production Board, in re

pressing labor needs to meet war demands

Congressman Howard Smith's amend
ment to the War Powers Bill;
The enactment of Congressman Howaid Smith's proposals would not expedite

the necessary war production, but—far
more seriously—would result in confu
sion and demoralization and a lowering
of morale, with incalculable loss to the
war effort.

Delay due mostly to shortages
Wherever any substantial delay in pro
duction has been encountered, it has
been due primarily to a shortage or
scarcity of materials. No delay in pro
duction has occurred by reason of the
existence of our protective labor laws on
our statute books. The plain fact is that
the issue of payment of overtime rates
for work in excess of 40 hours per week
is not relevant in any way to the issue

of productivity. Workers are now put
ting in as many hours as the job of effi
cient production demands. Further
more, even If the statutory provision
requiring overtime payment for work over
40 hours per week should be abolished,
it would not eliminate overtime pay
ments. Most work is performed under
contracts voluntarily entered into be

tween management and labcr providing
for the payment of overtime for any
work in excess of 40 hours per week.
★

*

★

Labor subcommittee to

consult on radio conversion
The radio labor advisory committee
will name a subcommittee to provide
consultative service to the electrical ap

pliance and durable goods branch of the
Industry Operations Division, the WPB
Labor Division announced February 27.
John Hurley, deputy chief of the du
rable goods branch, informed a meeting
of the radio labor committee that any
subcommittee they set up would be called
upon soon in an advisory capacity.
Members of the labor advisory group

said that unions in the radio industry had

suggestions to offer that would help speed
conversion of radio plants to production
of communications products required by
the military services.

As the nrst step in a program to deal
with manpower needs in the transpor

rapidly expanding need for transportation

service and to replace employees diverted to

the armed forces.

tation Industry, the Office of Defense

★

Transportation has undertaken a de
tailed survey of the industry's present
and anticipated labor shortages, it was

MERCHANDISE WAREHOUSE
INDUSTRY COMMITTEE

armounced February 27.

Rail carriers consulted
Questionnaires drafted by the Division
of Transport Personnel, after consulta
tion with representatives of

manage

ment and labor, have been submitted to

rail carriers through the Association of
American Railroads and the American

Short Line Railroad Association.

questionnaires call for

★

*

These

information,

broken down by occupations, as to labor
shortages that nov; exist or are antici

pated by the carriers before July 1,1942.
Data are sought also on employer re

Formation of a merchandise warehouse
industry advisory committee was annoiinced Feb. 27 by Joseph B. Eastman.
Director of Defense Transportation.
Members of the committee, and the
States they represent, are as follows:
J. Wesley Howell, secretary and manager,
Haslett Warehouse Co., 280 Battery St., San

Francisco, Calif.

(California, Washington,

Oregon, Nevada. Arizona, Utah, Idaho); Clem
D. Johnston. Boanoke Public Warehouse, 365
West Salem Ave., Roanoke, Va. (Kentucky,
West Vliglnia, Virginia, Tennessee. North
Carolina, South Carolina, Mississippi. Ala
bama. Georgia, Florida): Warren T. Justice,

quests for selective service deferment on
the gi-ounds of occupation and the dispo
sition by local selective service boards of

president, Pennsylvania Warehousing & Safe
Deposit Co., 4th and Chestnut Sts., Phila
delphia, Pa. (Pennsylvania, that part of Kew
Jersey which is not Included in the Port of

these deferment requests.

land, District of Columbia).

Others included in survey

In cooperation with carrier associa
tions, similar questionnaires will be sub
mitted to over-the-road and local truck
and bus carriers, pipeline companies,
Great Lakes carriers, barge operators on
rivers and canals, air transport lines,
and other branches of the transporta

New York Authority District. Delaware, Mary
Paul W. Prenzel, vice president, St. Paul
Terminal Warehouse Co.. St. Paul, Minn.
(Minnesota. North Dakota, South Dakota,
Montana, Wyoming); D. S. Adams, president,
Adams Transfer & Storage Co., 228 West 4tti
St Kansas City, Mo. (Missouri. Kansas, Col
orado Iowa, Nebraska): Gus K. Weatherred.

president, Dallas Transfer and Terminal Ware

house Co.. Santa Pe Building. Dallas. Tex..

(Texas New Mexico. Oklahoma. Arkansas,

Louisiana): David L. Tilly, president. New
York Dock Co., 44 Whitehall St., New York

Some shortages now
Commenting on the labor supply sur

City (New England, New York, and that part
of New Jersey which Is Included in the Port
of New York Authority District); Elmer
Erlckson, vice president, Midland Warehouses,
Inc , liOO South Western Ave.. Chicago, m.
(Mlchigfin. Illinois, Wisconsin, Indiana.

vey, Joseph B. Eastman, Director of De

Ohio).

tion industry.

★

fense Ti'ansportation, said:

Many employment officials la tbe trans

portation industry are seriously concerned
over the problem of maintaining manpower
at the level necessary to meet the demands

for transportation service occasioned by the
war program. Shortages of skilled mechan

ics are already acute In some parts of the
Industry, It Is doubtful whether all re-

qulrements for seamen on the Great Lakes
can be met when the shipping season opens

this spring. Shortages of other types of
transport workers are expected In the near
future.

Willlay plans (or training
The results of our survey are expected to

show the most pressing manpower problems
now facing the transportation Industry. In
the light of the information obtained, plans
will be made by the Division of Transport
Personnel looking to an expansion of th®
training picgrams that various branches of
the industry have already undertaken and
to recruiting of new personnel to meet the

*

*

FOUR EXECUTIVES NAMED
Appointment of four additional execu
tives to the staff of the Office of Defense

Transportation was announced Febru
ary 24 by Joseph B. Eastman, Director
of Defense Transportation. Edward A.
Roberts has been named associate di
rector, division of local transport; Glenn
E. Taylor has been appointed assistant
director, division of inland waterway
transport: Hallan Huffman has been ap

pointed assistant general counsel; and
John C. Howard b "5 been named assist
ant to the director of the division of
rates.

★
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Fire equipment materials drastically cut;
authorized use assigned high ratings
In a further move to channel all crit

ical materials into essential war goods,
the War Production Board announced
February 26 the issuance of Limitation
Order 1^-39 on Fire Protective Equip
ment, drastically curtailing the use of
copper, aluminum, chromium, zinc, and
a dozen other strategic commodities.

Fabricated parts channeled to defense
The order, effective February 24, sets

TTiis exemption, embodied In Amend
ment 6, is effective only If the ultimate
purchaser has received a preference
rating of A-10 or better.

March 3, 1942

WPB issues power limitaticn
to apply, if needed, in Buffalo,
Niagara, Western New York
The War Production Board on Febru

ary 27 issued a limitation order (L-46),
which can be used to curtaU the use of

electric power in Buffalo. Niagara Falls,
★

★

★

and Western New York when pov/er
shortages occur.

Engine manufacture also
restricted; bells are out

Specifically the order provides for;
1. Mandatory integiation of power
systems to develop the maximum use
of power resomces when needed to re
lieve shortages In the Niagara Palls

forth specific products for which the

The familiar fire bell and glittering

aluminum and other materials may be
used, and bars all others. Assembly of

to fill defense orders with an A-2 or
better rating.

metal parts of fire engines were added
February 27 to the list of products which
will be produced no more until the war
Is won. Use of sirens, horns, and ex
haust whistles as fire engine sound de
vices, however, is still permitted.

The order also limits the production
of foam extinguishers and antifreeze
extinguishers during any quarter to 25

Aluminum, copper, copper base alloy,

2. Mandatory operation of generat
ing equipment owned by industrial con
sumers to relieve the power shortage.
3. Mandatory reduction up to 50 per
cent in the power demands of large

nickel, chromium, cadmium, tin, zinc,
steel, as well as neoprene and other syn

200 kilowatts) who are not engaged in

parts already fabricated on the effective

date of the order is permitted, however,

frontier area.

power consumers (with demands over

percent of the production for the 12-

thetic rubbers, are the materials affected.

war production or essential civilian

month period ending November 30, 1941,

Under terms of Limitation Order L-43,

except to fill Government or Lend-Lease

effective February 27, use of fire bells and

services. This reduction is made dmung
periods of power shortage only when

orders.

Foam extinguishers usemuch copper
Since foam extinguishers use a much

larger percentage of materials, particu
larly copper, than other types, their use
fs limited by the order to the protection
of hazardous liquids.

At the same time, the WPB Division
of Industry Operations announced a

companion order to L-39, designed to help
fire protective equipment manufacturers
secure necessary materials.

This order, Preference Rating Order
P-108, assigns a rating of A-7 for deliv
eries of steel pipe, cast-iron pipe, and

cast-iron fittings, and an A-3 rating for
deliveries of other material required to
fill defense orders, when the kinds and
quantities of materials are specifically
authorized by the Director of Industry

the above critical materials in the pro

the availability of power supply is in

duction of motorized fire apparatus is
completely eliminated, except for limited
use in a specific list of products.
In addition, the order prohibits manu

sufficient to meet the demand after the

Order P-108 requires a statement of
needs to be submitted to the War Pro
duction Board on Form PD-82 on the

basis of which a specific authorization
may be granted.

A third order announced by the divi-ion February 26 exempts fire apparatus
from the blanket limitations placed by
the amended Supplementary General
Limitation Order L-l-c upon the sale

taken.

4. Mandatory reduction on a pro

facturers from beginning or completing,

rata basis In the power demands of

on or after the effective date of the

large industrial users at Niagara Falls.
This step is taken only after the first
three above steps.
5. Mandatory restrictions upon the

order, any self-propelled fire apparatus
and certain other manufactured equip
ment except to fill defense orders. Other
less essential types of apparatus are
barred where ordinary autos or trucks
can be easily substituted.
"Pumpers"—ordinary fire engines—
are limited to apparatus carrying pumps
of one of three standard capacities, while
water tanks are held to a certain capac

connection of new large industrial con

sumers with demands exceeding 100
kilowatts, and upon expansion of loads
of existing consumers.

Residential consumers are not affected.

ity, and hose to a certain size.

This will eliminate, the WPB ex
plained, custom-built apparatxis requir
ing special machine tools and extra time
to build.
★

Operations.

Apparatus exempted from truck limits

steps mentioned above have first been

★

★

Inventory disposal restricted
for refrigerator companies

Auto, body makers' stocks of

steel reserved for high ratings
Automobile and automobile body man
ufacturers Iwve been advised by telegram
by the Director of Industry Operations
not to make shipments from their steel

stocks except on orders bearing high

The War Production Board on Febru
ary 27 amended the Refrigerator Limita

preference ratings.

tion Order (L-5-c) to prohibit refrig
erator manufacturers from disposing of

Alloy steel remaining in inventories of
the automobile companies as a result of

their inventory of materials, semiproc-

No specialauthorization required

essed and processed parts except to other
refrigerator companies for use in the

the cessation of automobile production
may be sold only on orders bearing a
preference rating of A-l-k or higher.

and delivery of medium and heavy motor

manufacture of refrigerators permitted
under L-5-c or for repair and mainte

trucks and truck trailers.

All other steel and steel products may
be sold only on orders with a rating of

nance parts.

A-3 or higher.

★
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All chlorinated rubber
stocks in U. S. frozen,

except for specified uses
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All chlorine use put under WPB control
except for water and sewage treatment
Drastic restrictions on the use of
chlorine were ordered February 27 by In
dustry Operations Director Knowlson, in

of clothes, but may take some of the
dazzle out of white shirts, as an example.

specified uses, were ordered frozen Feb
ruary 23 by Industry Operations Director

an amendment to Order M-19.

Knowlson, preparatory to requisitioning
by the War Production Board or diver

or products containing available chlorine

sion into war production,

of wiping rags and waste and the
manufacture of cosmetics and toilet

Manufacturers of sodium hypochlorite
solutions in small containers for retail
sale must reduce their use of chlorine
by 40 percent, and owners of privat-e
swimming pools must get along with 25

All stoclts of chlorinated rubber In the
United States, except those going into

For specified uses only

The order prohibits the use of chlorine
in the bleaching of foodstuffs, bleaching
preparations.

An amendment to General Preference

Order M-46 provides that chlorinated
rubber may be used only for these pur
poses:

As a paint lor Interior use in Industrial

plants where resistance to chemical corro
sion is necessai-y: as a paint in arsenals, ana

Curtailments are applied t« the amount
to be used in bleaching of textiles in
shellac processing, in laundry operations,
in the manufacture of home bleaching

preparations, and in the sanitation of
private swimming pools.

Pulp and paper still ander L-ll

electrical Insulation.

pulp and paper manufacturers are
subject to the same regulations of Order
L-ll under which they have been

marine uses: for flame-proofing military fab
rics, including tents; for tracer bullets: for
adhering rubber articles to metal; and for

Stocks on hand for all other uses,

effective February 23. must be reported
at once to the chemicals branch, WPB,
and held for later disposition.

War demands excecd supply
While facilities for the production of
chlorinated rubber are being increased

greatly, current military demands are
greatly in excess of supply. The mate
rial has been under a monthly allocation
system since November1,1942, and none
is now going for nonmilitary use.

Principal civilian uses for chlorinated
rubber which are prohibited by the order

operating.

Producers of chlorine are instructed to
make deliveries only on specific author
ization of the Director of Industry Oper
ations, with the exception of chlorine
for water and sewage treatment.

They are required to set aside from
each month's production 5 percent for
delivery on specific instructions and
enough additional to take care of their
regular water and sewage treatment de
manner as in normal times.

All other

Swimming pool paint and other concrete
and masonry paint; treatment of fabrics,

monthly and submitted to the War Pro

tion; bottle cap closures, and fast-drying
paint finishes.
★

★

Repair old fixtures, save
on new, plumbers asked
Conservation of new plumbing fixtures

through use of repaired units wherever

possible would be a distinct contribution
to the war effort. W. W. Tlmmls, chief of
the WPB plumbing and heating branch,
declared February 21.

In an appeal addressed to plumbing
contractors, Mr. Timmis pointed out that
the demand for plumbing equipment far
exceeds the available supply, and that
civilian demands would have to be di
minished.

"Plumbing contractors, Instead of supplying
a new and sblny unit as they have done In

the past, would be doing a great service to
suggest a repair," he continued.

such as schools and other semi-public
organizations.

A complete list of preference ratings,

duction Board for action.

Civilian effects far-reacbing
Effects of the order on civilian life
will be far-reaching.

Use of chlorine in textile bleaching is
restricted, beginning March 1, to approx
imately 50 percent of the amount used

for the year ending June 30, 1941. Few,
if any, substitutes are available and the
result will be less bleacliing in the manu

They range

from A-2 for water and sewage treat

ment through to B-5 for less essential
uses. It is believed sxifflcient chlorine
will be available to fill at least some of
the demands for all these ratings, al
though chlorine is in great demand for
a variety of war uses.

All civilian users are warned, however,

that war demands are increasing and
further restriction on this vital chemical
may be necessary. While this will not

apply to water and sewage treatment,
uses which do not affect health may have
to face further curtailment.

mands. Supplies for water and sewage
treatment can be obtained in the same

requests for delivery must be scheduled

and to increase resistance to chemical ac

No restriction is placed upon public

pools or those belonging to institutions

is contained in the order.

are:

papers, and printing inis for greaseproofing

percent of the amount used during the
base period.

other than those for war requirements,

for painting ship bottoms and other sub

★

Retail hypochlorite cut

★

★

*

Hoffman named special
consultant in plumbing, heating
Appointment of George E. Hoffman,
of Chicago, as special consultant to the
plumbing and heating branch. WPB, was
announced February 21 by W. W. Timmis, chief of the branch.
★

*

★

TUCKER NAMED HEAD
PRIORITY SPECIALIST

facture of textiles. It is left to the
discretion of the manufacturer how he
shall use the chlorine allotted to him.
Shellac bleaching is cut approximately

Appointment of J. M. Tucker as head
priority specialist for the industry

25 percent under the same regulation.
Although the quantity of bleached shel
lac produced under this regulation will

Operations was armounced February 25
by Industry Operations Director Knowl

not be affected the color will be slightly
more yellow than so-called white shellac.
All laundry operations must do with
out chlorine, with the exception of 10
percent of former usage for stain con
ditions. This will not affect cleanliness

branches under the Division of Industry

son. Mr. Tucker, who continues to serve

on the staff of Chief Technical Consult
ant Samuel S. Stratton, had previously

been appointed priorities specialist on
farm equipment in the OPM Division of
Priorities.

★
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Military-quality wool further restricted

Processing and deliveries of

for civilians; more of other kinds allowed

agave fibers restricted

The War Production Board on Febru
ary 25 further restricted civilian use cf
military-quality new wool for the second
quarter of 1942 and at the same time

for the present quarter, no distinction is
made in a manufacturer's quota between

made available for civilian use larger
quantities of mohair and lower quality

R. R. Guthrie, chief of the textile,
clothing and leather goods branch, said

wool not suitable for military fabrics.

the Far Eastern war situation affects our
Australian wool supply and makes It

The February 25 action is In the form
of an amendment extension of the wool
conservation order (M-73). The orig
inal order covered the first 13 weeks of
1942. The extension covers the second
13 weeks, from April 5 to July 4.

Changes described
The amendment changes the restric
tions on the use of new wool for the
second quarter compared with the first
quarter as follows:

1. No

restrictions are placed on

amount of

the

new wool used for defense

orders in the second quarter. The first
quarter order permitted a manufacturer
to use up to 80 percent new wool for both

defense and civilian orders; xmrestrlcted

use for defense orders was permitted only
If such

manufacturer engaged

tn

no

civilian business.

2. On the worsted system the amount
of wool permitted for civilian orders is
reduced from 50 percent to 20 percent of
each manufacturer's basic quarterly
poundage.

3. On the woolen, cotton and felt sys
tems the amount of new wool permitted
civilian orders Is reduced from 40

for

percent to 10 percent of each manxifac-

turer's basic quarterly poundage.
4. For floor coverings, no apparel wool

Is permitted and the amount of carpet

wool Is reduced from 60 percent to 25 per
cent of each manufacturer's basic quacterly
pcundaee,

A manufacturer's basic quarterly
poundage remains unchanged. It
amounts to one-half the pounds of new
wool he used during the first half of

the wools suitable for military fabrics
and other wools and mohair.

essential to restrict wool for
fabrics to a minimum,

civilian

It is desirable, he said, to increase the
stock pile of war fabrics to make possible
quick deliveries of uniforms and to uti

lize a labor supply in the industry that
is now plentiful but which may not re
main so.

Totalabootsame as first quarter
Mr. Guthrie estimated that the second
quarter allocation for civilian use will
amount to approximately 22 million
pounds of high-grade wool with some
additional poundage set up as reserve to
meet hardship cases, and it is estimated
that an equal amount of mohair and

low-grade wool will be used by manu
facturers in taking advantage of the
more liberal allowances provided for
such wools in the new order. Tlie entire
amount for civilian use will total ap
proximately 60 million pounds, which is
about the same quantity as is being used
this quarter for civilian supply.

to help conserve supply
An order <M-84) to conserve the sup
ply of agave fiber and cordage and twine
was announced February 21 by the War
Production Board.

Agave fibers, used mainly for binder

and wrapping twine, come principally
from the East Indies, Africa. Haiti, and
Mexico. In the past, approximately
90,000,000 pounds of these fibers have

been used in this country annually for
wrapping twine and 195,000.000 pounds

for binder twine. With the increasing
scarcity of manila fiber, the demand for
agave fibers is expected to increase.
The order, issued and effective Febru
ary 20, in general restricts deliveries of

agave fibers to the Defense Supplies
Corporation. Contracts entered into
prior to the date of the order may be
filled, and fiber rejected by the Defense
Supplies Corporation may be delivered
without restriction.

Processors of agave wrapping twine,
were notified by the War Production

Board February 24 that they were per
mitted to process during February 100
percent of their average monthly sales
in 1941.

The order originally provided for only
80 percent production in February.

Mr. Guthrie said that mandatory

Sitice three-fourths of the month had

blending of substitute fibers with new
wool for civilian use will be provided for
in a separate amendment to be issued
later, but not to become effective before

already lapsed, application of the 80 per
cent limitation would virtuaUy have
stopped all agave wrapping twine pro
duction fcr the remainder of the month.

September 15, 1942.

Other restricb'ons
The processing of agave for wrapping twine
is limited further as follows: In March, 70

able to use more wool for civilian orders,
if he takes advantage of another change
in the order. The amended order per

"Mandatory blending is not being or
dered now because sufBcient technical
data and experience in manipulation is
not yet available," Mr. Guthrie said . . .
"All the mills will be requested to sub
mit programs for the manipulation of

total sales during the 12 months ending
October 31, 1941. The Director of Industry

wool in the third quarter as soon as pos

amount if. in his opinion, additional quanti

mits manufacturers to use In place of
the wools suitable for military purposes
a larger amount of grown mohair (hair
from the angora goat) and wool of

sible and not later than April 30th to
the Wool Section, War Promotion Board.
Detailed Instructions for submitting
these programs will be Issued shortly."

^e manufacture of carpet yains from agave
Is prohibited except for fibers put into proc

1941.

Use of mohair

Actually, such a manufacturer will be

grades 44 and lower which are not suit
able for military fabrics.

For each pound of mohair or low-grade
wool used on the worsted system, a man
ufacturer may use an additional 2

★

★

★

pounds of mohair or low-grade wool.

ACTIONS AFFECTING
TEXTILES

For each pound of mohair or low-grade
wool used on the woolen system, a man
ufacturer may use an additional 5 pounds

MACHINERY industry being converted
to ordnance manufacture. Page 7.
CEILINGS on domestic shorn wool made

of the same material. Under the order

percent; thereafter, 65 percent. For binder
tv/lne. needed for harvesting grain, the order
permits the manufacture for the year ending
July 31. 1942, of 110 percent cf processor's

Operations is authorized to increase that
ties are needed to handle the 1942 harvest,

ess on or before the date of this order.

prior to the date cf the order or Is less than 20
Inches In length or is composed of tow or

waste.

Purchases and sales of agave wrapping and
binder twine are also restricted. No dealer
may order, purchase, or accept delivery of
more than 60 days' supply of binder twine,
based on his average monthly sales for the
previous three months.

uniform.

Page 10.

Use

of agave for padding or stuffing is also pro
hibited unless it has been put into process

Persons other than

dealers arc limited to a month and a half's
supply.

The purchase, sale, and use of binder twine

la restricted under the order to the growing
and harvesting of agricultural products or
sewing up bags containing such product#.

★
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Processing of manila fiber,
sales, deliveries of cordage

GOOSE, DUCK FEATHERS

No more rubber for girdles
and other foundation garments

except surgical types
Arthur Newhall. chief of the rubber
branch of the War Production Board,
and R. R. Guthrie, chief of the textile

branch, said February 26 that rubber
will no longer be available for rubber
thread for the manufacture of corsets,
girdles, brassieres, and foundation gar
ments for general use.
Pi'ovision will be made for surgical-

type garments to be manufactured ac
cording to specifications now being pre

pared by the textile branch of the WPB.
•'This decision," said Mr. Newhall, "la In

accord with other decisions to eliminate rub
ber from all civilian products. The very
small amount o( rubber allocated lor civilian
uses from now on will go only into sucli

products as industrial equipment and a re

stricted list of health supplies which are

virtually as nec?s.5ary as military products."

"This action is necessary," said Mr. Gulh-

RESERVED FOR WAR
Hereafter goose and duck feathers may
be used only for filling defense orders.
Such feathers may be sold only to
dealers. Defense Supplies Corporation,
or manufacturers, to be used only In
filling defense orders. Civilian orders
now on hand may not be filled. An order
<M-102) to that effect was issued Febru
ary 24 by the War Production Board.
Duck and goose feathers are used in the
manufacture

of

sleeping

bags.

Hie

Army and Navy needs far exceed the

production. The order is intended to
supply this deficit by taking over existing
supplies in the hands of dealers and
manufacturers.

essential foundation garments."
★

*

★

Patterns, colors of print cloth
to be reduced) makers told

★

★

Orders for enameling duck

may be filled to April 1
The War Production Board February

19 telegraphed all cotton duck manufac
turers extending to April 1 the time in
which they may fill orders placed on or
before January 15, 1942, for enameling
duck. A previous telegraphic order re

quired such orders to be filled by March 1.
Enameling duck is used largely for
white uniforms for doctors, butchers, bak
ers, and in white duck trousers.

Print cloth manufacturers, printers,

★

and converters were advised by tele

gram February 23 by Robert R. Guthrie,
assistant chief of the bureau of industry

branches, of a forthcoming WPB order
that will require a reduction In the num
ber of patterns and strength of pattern
colors.

Print cloth

dress

includes

materials,

most

draperies,

summer

and

slip

covers.

According to Mr. Guthrie's telegram,
the number of patterns for print cloth
will be cut in half; shades will be hghter

than at present, with the heavier shades
prohibited: and less of the cloth will be
colored, leaving more white background.
The telegram was sent out in advance
of the order to give manufacturers an

opportunity to make their plans for next
season's patterns before contracting for

patterns that will be prohibited under
the order.

Supplementing the February 23 tele
gram, WPB on February 26 wired the
same list of manufacturers, printers, and
converters that certain restrictions will

With all imports of manila fiber cut
off, the War Production Board February
21 further restricted the processing of
manila fiber and the sale and delivery of
manila cordage.

Manila cordage is an essential require
ment of the Navy. The other Armed
Services also use it.

General Preference Order M-36 and
two amendments, previously issued, re
stricted delivery of manila fiber to the

Navy, the Defense Supplies Corporation,
and limited processors. Processing of the
fiber and sale and delivery of manila

★

rie, "because of the acute rubber situation,

when every pound of rubber saved contrib
utes to the war program. Every effort will
be made to make available to the industry
other materials with which to provide for

further restricted

★

★

1/2 MILLION BAGS RETURNED TO

cordage were also restricted to military
and essential civilian uses.

Amendment No. 3, issued and effective

February 20. places still tighter control
around both the fiber and the cordage.
It reduces the quantity of manila fiber
to be put into process and reduces the
amount of cordage to be sold in any one

month, both being based on a "basic
monthly poundage" set out in the amend
ment.

Under this reduction, a processor of
manila fiber is permitted to process and
sell every month approximately 70 per
cent of the average number of pounds

per month of manila cordage sold by him
during 1939, thus reducing the rate at
which this scarce material will be proc
essed.
*

WOOL MEN; MORE NEEDED
More than half a million used burlap

bags have been returned to wool growers
by mills during the past month as a
result of an appeal from the Bureau of
Industrial Conservation, Lessing J. Ros-

enwald. chief of the bureau, announced
February 24. The number of bags re
turned for reuse totals approximately
one-third of the number critically needed
for handling the new domestic wool clip.
F. S. Blanchard, textile consultant at
tached to the bureau, in a letter written

January 23 to all mills using wool, re
quested mill owners and operators to re
port to him the disposition they made of
empty bags. Replies received to Mr.
Blanchard's request showed that a total
of 558.152 have been returned to wool
growers.

Mr. Rosenwald. in publicly expressing
the appreciation of the bureau for the

prompt cooperation of the mills, urged
apply also to discharge patterns. Dis
charge patterns are those where the de . that all handlers of wool continue to re
turn the burlap containers as rapidly as
sign is formed by extracting color from
they were emptied.
goods previously plain dyed.

★

★

Wool fabrics for officers'

uniforms given defense rating
The War Production Board on Febru

ary 24 issued Amendment No. 1 to Wool
Conservation Order M-73 providing that
fabrics to be used in the manufacture of
officers' uniforms be classified as fabrics
used in defense orders. The amendment

gives such fabrics a priority rating of
A-10.

Uniforms covered by the amendment

are for Army officers. Navy and chief
petty officers, Marine Corps officers. Coast
Guard and chief petty officers. Coast
Geodetic officers. U. S. Military
Naval Academy and training-school
dents, and Maritime Commission

and
and

stu
em

ployees.

The amendment includes a clarifica

tion providing that the restrictions on
the amount of wool that can be put Into

process apply only to the person actually
owning the wool.

★
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Deliveries of 12-gage shotguns
restricted to make supplies
available for guard use
Manufacturers of sporting fire-arms
were ordered over the week end to make

VICTORY

★
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Beer, coffee, ham cans made by Feb. 11
deliverable till May 31; resultant pack
will be subject to disposal by WPB
The War Production Board February

guns, except to agencies and officers of

25 gave permission to tin can manufac
turers to deliver until May 31 cans for

the Federal, State, and local govern
ments. for official use, and to the gov

were completely manufactured on or be

graphic amendments to order M-81 on
tinplate and terneplate, are designed to
prevent the waste of material unsuitable
for other purposes, and in the cases of
hams, to prevent spoilage.

fore February II, and at the same time
froze in canners' hands the canned stocks

Reports required

no fiu-ther deliveries of 12-gage shot

ernments of the lend-lease countries.
Purpose of the order Is to make avail

able for war plant protection, and other
local guard duties, an adequate supply of
shotguns of this gage. The order took
effect at 9 o'clock February 23, but did
not apply to shipments in transit at that
time.

Other provisions
Another provision of the order pro
hibits manufacturers from using ma
chinery which can be employed to assem
ble or manufacture 12-gage guns for the
purpose of turning out shotguns of other
sizes.

The order also provides that during the
period, February 23 to February 28, a
manufacturer may not produce shotguns
of other than 12-gage in quantities
greater than one-half of his average
5-day production in 1940.

Production of

other than 12-gage shotguns during the
month of March 1942, and in subsequent
calendar months, is also held to 50 per
cent of the average 1940 monthly pro
duction.

packing beer, coffee, and hams, which

of beer, coffee, and hams which will
result.

Manufacturers are permitted also to
assemble cans whose component parts
were completely cut or lithographed by
February 11, but when sold and packed
with beer, coffee, or hams, these stocks
must also be held subject to disposition
by the Director of Industry Operations,
Canners are permitted to pack such

Can manufacturers are required to re
port to the WPB within 10 days the
number of beer and coffee cans which

can be made from their stock of tinplate
lithographed for such purposes. On or
before the tenth of April, May, and June,
canners are required to report the num
ber and sizes of coffee and beer cans

packed pursuant to

the February 25

cans, and beer, coffee, or ham cans in

permission.

their possession on February 11, until

Canners of whole, shaped, halved,
quartered hams, and "picnics" are to
report results to the WPB within 30 days
of the date of packing.

May 31. These are also subject to dis
position by the WPB.
These provisions, included in tele

Tincans for home, institutional Lithographed motor oil cans
canning not barred, says WPB; completed by February 11 may
limits for commercial
be used until April 30
Deliveries of tin cans for home or in
stitutional canning purposes are not

Lithographed motor oil cans which
were completely manufactured on or be

barred by provisions of General Prefer

fore February 11 may be sold and de

★

ence Order M-81, according to a state
ment issued by the WPB containers

livered to canners until April 30, the

Steel products for oil industry
limited to A-9 orders or higher

branch February 23 in answer to nu
merous questions on this point.
Manufacturers are permitted to sell
home-canning type cans to hardware

War Production Board announced Feb
ruary 21.

*

steel producers supplying the petro
leum industry have been ordered by tele
gram from the Director of Industry
Operations not to ship oil country cas
ing, tubing, or drill pipe on or after
March 14, or to ship line pipe on or after

stores and other distributors buying for

resale to home or Institutional canners,
the branch said.

Restrictions In the order on purchases
by commercial canners are Inapplicable

March 7 except on orders bearing a pref

to home canners, it was pointed out, since

erence rating of A-9 or higher.

the order classifies "canners" as those

Warehouses which purchase this type
of goods are entitled to use a preference
rating of A-9 under Supplementary Or
der M-21-b, and oil companies may use
an A-8 rating under Preference Rating

packing for resale.

Order P-98.

The purpose of the tele

An increase in home canning this year
Is desirable in order to lift some of the
pressure on commercial canners, the

branch added. The Department of Agri
culture hopes to raise home canning to a

graphic order is to prevent shipments of
steel for use in the petroleum industry

level about 100 percent above 1941.

on unrated orders, and thus to make sure

and institutional purposes this season is
not likely to exceed 50,000,000. Manu

that the limitations applying to the In

dustry are observed. Including limitations
on inventories.

Tlie niunber of cans required for home

Division of Industry Operations of the

Ban OD tinplate, terneplate
suspended in this instance
Telegraphic instructions sent to can

maniifacturers February 20 by J. S.
Knowlson, Director of Industry Opera
tions, siospend until April 30 restrictions
imposed by General Preference Order
M-81 on tinplate and terneplate in order

to permit use of these cans, generally
adapted only for packaging motor oil.
Canners are permitted to accept de
livery of such cans, and are also per
mitted to use completely manufactured
motor oil cans in their possession on
February 11, provided that none are used
after April 30.

A Similar suspension of the terms of

facture of this amount wUl require about

M-81 to permit sale of limited products
cans until April 30 was announced by

100 tons of tin, it was estimated.

the WPB February 20.

★
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Deadline for shift in forms

Production Requirements Plan, more

under Regulation 3 is postponed

flexible than old rating system,

The date on which PD-IA and PD-3A

forms must be used In place of forms

attracts over 400 applications a week

PD-1, PD-3. PD-4, and PD-5 has been

postponed from March 2 to March 15 by
Amendment No. 1 of Priorities Regula
tion No, 3, issued February 25 by the
Director of Industry Operations.

Other changes

In less than 2 months since the Pro

duction Requirements Plan went into
effect, more than half again as many

applications have been received as during
7'/a months under the Defense Supplies
Rating Plan, which was replaced by

Other changes in Priorities Regulation
No. 3 are as follows:

The Selective Service System has been
added to the list of agencies by which
PD-3A's will be issued. In conformity

with procedure already established, the
use of PD-3A certificates by the Procure

ment D'vifs'nn of the Treasury and by

the Surplus Marketing Division of the
Department of Agriculture has been spe
cifically confined to lend-lease contracts.
PD-IA certificates may also be used to
r. te purchases under lend-lease con

tracts or purchases by or for the account
of foreign governments.

An addition to paragraph (a) provides
that after March 15 preference ratings
which have been assigned prior to that

date on PD-3. PD-4. and PD-5 certifi
cates must be extended in conformity

with the provisions applicable to PD-3A.

AA exlendible only for emergency
A new paragraph, (e) (4), provides
that any person on whom an order bear
ing an AA rating has been served may
extend it only as A-l-a If he is able to
fill the order from his own inventory.

PRP on January 1.

2,S00 operating under system
The greater flexibility of the Produc
tion Requirements Plan has attracted
over 4,000 applicants, and more than
2,500 companies and divisions of com
panies are now actually operating under
the plan.

The Production Requirements Plan is
becoming increasingly useful as the num
ber of companies handling war or essen
tial civilian orders bearing preference
ratings grows. Under PRP such firms

may avoid the necessity of applying lor
or extending a large number of separate
preference ratings by making a single
application for priority assistance cover

ing their materials requirements for a
calendar quarter. On the basis of infor
mation supplied on Form PD-25A, they
are given a rating or ratings to assist
them in obtaining the kinds and quanti
ties of materials and supplies needed for
3 months' operations in war and essen
tial civilian production.

Not treated on piecemeal basis

This paragraph prevents tlie extension of

PRP makes it possible for the War

emergency ratings where no emergency

Production Board to give consideration

exists.

in granting priority assistance to the

Another new paragraph, (e) (5) pro
vides that the extension of preference

complete pattern of operations of a com
pany or a plant, instead of treating eveiy
priority application on a piecemeal basis.
At the same time, the information fur
nished by applicants on Form PD-25A
is of great value to the War Production
Board as an indication of the general
materials requirements and production
facilities of American manufacturers.

ratings assigned by PD-3A certificates
may be subjected to such further pro
visions as may be prescribed by Supply
Arms or Bureaus of the Army or Navy,
with the approval of the Army and Navy
Munitions Board and the Director of
Industry Operations.
★

★

*

San Francisco, Cincinnati get
priorities district managers
Appointment of James A. Folger as
priorities district manager for the
Bureau of Field Operations in San Fran
cisco, and of Elmer C. Henlein to a sim
ilar position in Cincinnati was an
nounced February 24 by the Director of
Industry Operations.

Between December 3. 1941, when PRP
was first announced, and January 1.1942,
when it went into effect, 542 PD-25A
applications were received by the Pro
duction Requirements Branch and since
that time they have been coming in at
a rate of slightly more than 400 a week.
Of 3,717 applications received up to
February 19. 2,555 had been approved,
303 were denied, and the rest were pend
ing or in process. The average applica

tion is processed and approved or denied
within 10 to 12 days.

Up to February 19, 707 interim applica
tions had been received from companies

operating under PRP which needed more
priority assistance than was granted by
their applications as originally approved,
becaxise of an increase in their volume
of war or essential civilian business. A

considerable number of companies which
were operating under the old Defense
Supplies Rating Plan have also shifted to
PRP as their rating under the Defense
Supplies Rating Plan expired.
Applications are already being received
in

considerable

numbers

under

PRP

covering the second quarter of 1942, and
the volume is expected to Increase very
considerably next month.

Military represented
The Army and Navy Munitions Board
Is directly represented in the Production
Requirements Branch in order to assure
proper rating for companies which are
handling direct military orders and also
for those handling subcontracts under
Army and Navy orders.
About 85 percent of the materials and

products to obtain which a preference
rating has been applied for under PRP
are destined for use to fill war or essen

tial civilian orders bearing a preference
rating of A-10 or higher. The other 15
percent of approved applications cover
materials and products destined for un
rated orders but nevertheless for essen
tial civilian use.

A special expediting department has
been set up In the Production Require
ments Branch to handle interim appli
cations where prompt assistance is spe

cially needed, since companies operating

under PRP are not permitteS to make
use of other preference ratings.

3 methods for assigning ratings
Three different methods are used to

assign ratings to applicants under the
Production Requirements Plan:

1. A single rating may be assigned to all
raw materials, parts, assemblies, and main
tenance, repair, and operating supplies
needed by the applicant.

2. One rating may be assigned to most raw
materials, parts, assemblies and maintenance,

repair, and operating suppUes. while a higher
rating is assigned to one or more speclflo

items.

3. A percentage of the applicant's total re
quirements for materials, etc.. may be as
signed one rating and the rest assigned one
or more different ratings. For example. 60
percent of the requirements may be assigned
an A-l-c rating and the other 50 pcrcent
a rating of A-2.

28
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Compilation of all priority
orders and forms available;
to be supplemenied* weekly
A printed compilation of priority or
ders and forms is now available for dis
tribution at the Public Service Section,
Inquiry Division, Room 1501, Social Se
curity Building. It is called PRIORI
TIES IN FORCE, and is an alphabetical

listing of all the orders in the M. L, P, E,
and Suspension series, that have been

Subject

weekly supplements to the printed com

Order number

a. To restrict Iho production and sale

• Prom February 15
• Through February 23

Related form

Issued

Exp. date

L-48.

2-17-42

Until revoked.

P-41, amend. M.

2-19-42

W-42..

Rating

of light aircrajt, bariDg less tbnn

600borscpon'cr and also limits the

tmouBt of aluraiDutD to be used
in the airiramcs.

b. Extension of order for moteriais for
maiDtcnancc and operation of

Pao-Amcrican Airways.

c. ReplaciuR twclre previous aircraft
orders, allows application of A-l-a

P-109

PD-«1-b.

3-20-42

6-30-42.

M-H.

PD—2ft-a,

2-17-42

12-31-42.

A-l-a

rating to material entering illrcctly or indirectly into produc

tion of direct military aircraft
products.
AlOininum:

a. Establishes a complete allocation
system for aiumioum, Super

sedes M-1, M-i-a, eaiccpt forspe

On this page Is the first of a series of

pilation, devised to keep the listing up to

March 3, 1942

Alrplooes;

sion of Industry Operations of the War
1942.

★

PRIORITY ACTIONS

issued by the Bureau of Priorities, Divi

Production Board, through February 15,

VICTORY

cine eiceptions.

Burlap and products;

B. Afflcnded by maklne supplies of

burlap bfgs available for baegine

M-47, amend. *3.

2-16-42

Issued

3-20-42

wool, peanut seed and seed dotatws.
^

date and as effective as possible.

Casnins:
*

*

★

Producers of iron and steel

products gel A-10 rating
for operating supplies

». Restrictionsof M-61,restrictini the

sale,deliveryend use of tin cans,
suspended for certain speciflcea

No. 2 to Preference Rating Order P-68,

tele

4-30-12.

purposes.

Copper-

a. Clarification o( deliverieso; copper Int. tl M-O-a (as
and copper products from warebouses, and stated deliveries 0/
completed copper products are

amended 2-6-42),

not included in rrohibdions of

order.

Cotton:
a. 6XP cotton seed:

1. To increase the production of

Producers of iron and steel products
will be permitted to use an A-10 rating
to obtain ofBce supplies and similar ma
terial under the terms of Amendment

by

gram.

loDE staple cotton and to con

M-92.

PD-287, 288..

M-61.

PD-l-a,

B-l

serve supply of the seed, by
probibitini; the sale cf suit

able planting seed, except
under specified conditions.

Graphite (Madagafcar flaice>:

a. To curtail use by requiring that all

flake graphite of crucible quality

Issued February 27 by the Director of

303-a.

^17-42

303-b.

be used for the manufacture of

Until revoked.

crucibles.

Industry Operations.

Heretofore, the preference ratings
assigned under P-68 have been appli
cable only for material to be used In
the actual production of iron and steel
products, and the producers have been
excluded from the provisions of Prefer
ence Rating Order P-100, under which
other manufacturers are given an A-10

rating on their orders for operating sup
plies including office supplies.
The basis for inventory restriction in
Order P-68 has been shifted by the
amendment from a 1940 base period to

the most recent calendar half year, and

1. Prohibited use 0. graphite in
(ration of WPB.

Eu^:

a. Fiber (agave):
I. To eonserre supply and direct

M-84_

distribution.

2-20-42

-do

b. Manila fiber and cordage:

1. Further restricts the processinc M-M, amend. 13.
of fiber and also reduces the

9-20-42 .....do...

amount of cordage to be sold

in any oue month.

Quan

tity based on a "basic
monthly poundage."

Musical Instruments:

a. To

restrict

production. Estab

lishes a ratio of use for critical

L-37.

.do.

materials used.
Oil:

a. Tung:

}. Amended by extending order
OsnaburKs:

a. Ratinggranted to Defense Supplies

Corporation to facilitate its pur

the percentages which may be applied

chase of osnaborgs. Assistance

to the base period to measure current
receipts and withdrawals have been
slightly increased.

alM

The order, which was scheduled to ex
pire June 30, 1942, will continue In
effect as amended until revoked.

2-23-42

manufacture of crucibles ex
cept with specific author-

M-i7, amend. II.

2-14-42

4-15-42....

P-IW

2-14-42

Until revoked.

M-OB, amend. i3..

2-18-42

Int. <2 (M-68. as

2-18-42

A-l.j

rranted to manufacturers

with DSC contracts for material
to fill them.
Petroleum:

a. Clarification of provisions with re
spect to "well spacing."
b. Interpretation of the term "lease
equipment."

c. Permits use of A-8 or lower rating
without countcr signature, for re

amended.)

P-88, amend. #1...

2-20-42

pair, maintenance, or operating
★

★

★

HOUSIKG CRITICAL AREAS
Durham, N. C., has been added to the
Defense Housing Critical Areas List.

Also added were Blackstone, Va., Rich
mond, Va., and Point Pleasant, W. Va.

supplies with value Ic£s tbao
PnJp:
a. Sulphite wood:
1. Allocation schedule amended

by adding to February sched
ule for nitration purposes, a

M-S2, amend.

2-18-12

{efl.

2-J-42)

schedule for February and
March Lend Lease require
ments.

Radio socdes:

a. Extended and amended by assign
ing an A-l-d rating to all materi

als entering directly or indirectly
into production.

P-38, amend, fl.

2-18H2

4-30-42

A-l-d

★
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Order number

Subject

Rcfrieeretors (domestic mechaDlcal);

B«hted form

Issued

a. T^o restrict the sale and delivery of

L-S-b

2-14-42

b. Prohibits sale, delivery,or traDsfer

L-5-b, Int.W.

2-15-42

meclianieal refrigeralora.

29
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Exp. date

Rating

to needed war materials;

all jute may be taken for war

Until revoked.

The floor covering (carpets and rugs)
Industry was advised Feb. 26 by R. R.
Guthrie, assistant chief of the Bureau of
Industry Branches, to get into the pro
duction of essential war materials.
Jute, one of the two principal mate
rials from which carpets are made, is
becoming even scarcer than wool, the
other material, and Mr. Guthrie warned
that it may be necessary to "freeze" all
jute yams and permit its use only for war

of refrigerators except those actu-

aSly iQ transit to dealers at time
of fltiKtive ilatc of origioal order,

Until revoked.

e. SuperseiUne L-5-a, allows an In
creasedproductioD forperiodJan.
IS, ihru April 30, and prohibits

L-5-C.

a. Further intfrpretation of shipping

L-5-b, int. ft.

prortuction after 4-30-12.

or traostor provisions of refrigera
tors sold, leased, or traded prior to
cftcctire date of original order.
Bubber:

„

,

ft. Amends restrictions OQ "Trarsfcr
Of tires, provided no change of

M-16-C, amend. f7

2-1B-43

b. Makes available certain scrap rub
ber tot less essential civilian

M-!S-b,

2-19-42

ownersliiii results.

amend.

M.

items.

needs.

SteM:

a. Shot and hullet core Steel;
1. .in alloeation system estah-

PD-J0],307,308... 2-17-42

M-21-f.

Until revoked

A letter which has been mailed to all
members of the industry advises them
of an order to be issued soon restricting
the use of jute for floor coverings.

A items attached to order.

Sugar (direct consnmption):

a. Heeeivtfrs tjuota lor Afarch 1912.

b. Receivers permitted to huy back,

2-19-42
2-19-42

M-55-b

M-S5, amend. <I
{fu ameoded l-

siiisr sold to household eonsum-

24-12J.

ers inexf.-ss of needs, without hav

Products the industry might make

ing those jiippiies ehargcdagainst
their quotas.

,

^

a. To prohibit the sale and direct the

A cross-section of the rug and carpet

Until revoked

L-S3.

Industry, comprising an industry advis

dlstribulion of trcck-Uying trac

ory committee, discussed at a meeting

tors and auxiliary cquipmeat.
Wool:
B. Sbearlincs:

1. Supcrscdinf a telegraphic order,
12-12-Hl, entire supply made

The entire jute supply comes

from India.

IL'iir'i for this speciflc type of
step) in manufacture o( List

Tractors (uack-layiDg):

Rug makers advised to convert

in Washington February 27 specific prod
ucts that the industry might be able to

2-16-42

M-M.

available (or miliury reqiUre-

manufacture.

ments. exccpt tbat which

They included:

1. Bagging material, as a substitute for bur
lap and osnaburg, to relieve the shortage of
bags in the civilian market. It was also
suggested that manufacturers send samples

SUSPENSION ORDERS

of such substitute material to Army engineers
Companr

Order nnmber

Penalty

Issued

Amended to permit compsnT to

2-16-42

Violation

Eurle; Machine Division,

Expired

gineers have prepared specifications for such

make deliveries of spare parts for

Electric Household Utili

cloth but a representative from the Quartetmaster Corps said the Army Is open to sug
gestions and might approve a substitute cloth
which might not exactly fit the specifications

repair of vasbing machines and

ties Corporation, Chicago,

ironing machines.

lillnots.

but would serve the same purpose.

PRIORITY REGULATIONS

Subject

Number

Priority Reg. #7

Permitsuseoffacsimile signature oneodorsement ofpurchase orders assign
ingorextending preference ratings, subject tospecified conditions.

to enable the engineers to determine the
BUltabUlty of such materials for sandbags.
2. Camouflage cloth. Burlap Is now used
for such purpose but it Is scarce. Aimy en

Issued

2-17-42

3. Cotton duck. It was pointed out that
existing cotton duck capacity Is madequat«
to meet military requirements even with prac

tically all civilian use of duck eliminated.

It was felt by industry representatives ss
well as WPB officials that this offered a fertile
field for the carpet Industry, Inasmuch as it
could contribute to the military requirements

and also make cloth for the civilian market.

Industry representatives were Informed that

King named head
of copper branch
Appointment of Harry O. King, of New
York City, as chief of the copper branch
was announced February 21 by William
L. Batt, Director of Materials.

Mr. King replaces H. W. Dodge, who
has been acting chief for the past month.

Mr. Dodge will resume his regular posi
tion as a special assistant to A. I. Hen
derson, deputy director of the division.
Mr. King is an officer of a number of
corporations and is president of the
Munson Lines, Inc. He was division ad
ministrator of the NRA and was director
of the Coppsr Code Authority.

Cutiing-tool order
extended
Supplementary Order No.E-2-a, wWch
directs the use and distribution of cut

ting tools, has been extended by the
Director of Industry Operations and will
remain in effect until revoked. The or
der was scheduled to expire February 28.
This order forbids deliveries of cutting
tools except in connection with defense
orders bearing preference ratings of A-10

or higher, and requires a certification
from the purchaser that the delivery of
the tools ordered will not Increase his
Inventory above a 90-day supply.

despite restrictions of a cotton duck order

soon to be issued, favorable consideration

would be given by the WPB to any carpet

manufactvu-er manufacturing duck for civilian
purposes-

4. It was also pointed out that some oar-

pet mills might be able to spin cotton on
thefr wool looms, thus putting to use spin

ning facilities that might otherwise be left

Idle.

5. Blankets, both military and civilian.
Such blankets for defense orders would not
come under the restrictions of the wcol lim

itation order (M-73).

The restrictions of

the order would apply to blankets for civilian

use. the same as It applies to other woolen

manufacturers, but It was pointed ovit that

advantage might be taken of a provision In
the wool order for the second quarter. Just
Issued, making available additional supplies
of material if mohair or low grade wool is
used.

^ .

6 Commission spinning. It was susgcsted
that carpet mills might use their f.-icilitlcs
to do commission spinning of wool yarns for
owners of wool.

★
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Lil

President consolidates war housing
activities in a single national agency
By Executive Order 9070 of February
24, President Roosevelt merged the Fed

situation in scarce metals
abolished.
*

Housing Agency, under Administrator
John Blandford, Jr., formerly assistant

the National Housing Agency, each to be
administered by a commissioner acting
under the direction and supervision of
the National Housing Administrator:
1. The Federal Housing Administra
tion, under Commissioner Abner Fer
guson, present administrator of the Fed

eral Housing Administration.
2. The Federal Home Loan Bank Ad-

fense Housing, announced February 24
that 1,679 new publicly financed homes
for families of defense workers and en

listed personnel had been completed dur
ing the week ending February 21. making
a total of 79,434 now ready for occu
pancy.

With 1.600 homes going into construc

tion during the week, the total of pub

licly financed homes now being built or
completed reached 139.051.
Federal funds have already been al
lotted for 239,181 defense homes.
*

H. Fahey, present chairman of the Fed
3. The federal Public Housing Au
thority. under Acting Commissioner Leon

Agencies and functions consolidated
The following agencies and functions
were consolidated by the order:
The Federal Housing Administration:
Federal Home Loan Bank Board; Home

Owners Loan Corporation; Federal Sav

★

★

712 defense homes

approved for construction

Keyserling, present acting administrator
of the U. S. Housing Authority.

★

WEEK'S COMPLETIONS

viinistration, under Commissioner John
eral Home Loan Bank Board;

★

Charles F. Palmer, Coordinator of De

director of the budget.

Three main units were established in

issued.to conform to

The Central Housing Committee was

eral housing agencies into the National

Three units created

New housing critical list

President Roosevelt February 20 ap
proved defense housing projects provid
ing 712 homes Tor families of Industrial
defense workers and enlisted personnel
in 4 localities upon the recommendation

of Charles F. Palmer, Coordinator of De
fense Housing.

Of this number, 500 units in two local
ities have been assigned by the Coor

A new defense housing critical list has
been issued by the housing priorities
branch. Division of Industry Operations.
The list, announced February 27. is
more specific than the original Issued on
September 19, 1941 (interpreted Septem
ber 24, 1941), which It supersedes and

nullifies.

It is based upon the present

critical position of many materials essen
tial to the construction and equipment of
housing, and is subject to revision as
changes in the situation develop.

Ratingsapplicable only to list
Preference ratings assigned to deliv
eries of scarce materials for defense hous

ing projects may be applied only to items
appearing on the new critical list, wliich
was drawn up to conform to the limita
tions placed upon the uses of a number
of scarce metals since the issuance of the
original list last September.

Someof changes
Some major changes affected by the
Issuance of the new list are:
Structural

Steel bearing plates are eliminated
and steel stair construction is further
restricted.

Tin coating for sheet metal cover
ings on fire doors is eliminated.

The use of metal lath is further
curtailed.

ings and Loan Iiisurance Corporation;

dinator to the Federal Works Agency.

United States Housing Authority; func

In two localities, slum clearance projects
totaling 212 units, initiated by the local
housing authorities In cooperation with
the United States Housing Authority, will
be converted to defense housing by the

Detailed specifications are included
for builders* hardware so as to reduce
the use of the more critical metals to a

action.

Armored cable, metallic cable, me
tallic raceways, and metal outlet boxes
are allowed only where other methods
are prohibited by the National Electric

tions of the Federal Works Adminis

trator that relate to defense housing;
War and Navy Department functions
with respect to defense housing for fam
ilies except units on military or naval
reservations, posts, or bases; functions of

the Farm Security Administration and
any other agencies providing temporary

Localities and the type and number of
homes planned for each are as follows:
FEDERAL WORKS AGENCY

shelter in defense areas; functions of
the Farm Security Administration re

locality

lating to housing for families not deriv-

-ing their principal income from operat
ing or working upon a farm; the Defense
Homes Corporation; functions of the
United States Housing Corporation now
In process of liquidation; functions and

Bath, Maine
Do

Salt Lftke City. Utah.....

Nuoiber
ctf usits

260
ISO
100

Type

Fermaoent.
Demountable.

PernaoeDt.

Electrical

Code.

Private telephone systems are pro
hibited.

Plxtmeing and Gas DismiBtmoN

Quantity and sizes of roughing in
materials are limited to meet the mini

UNITED STATES HOUSINQ AUTHORITY

mum requirements of the "Emergency

(Slum cJcaraace projects conTerted to defense]

Plumbing Standards" issued by the
Defense Housing Coordinator, Decem
ber 26.1941.
Copper coils for hot-water gencr-

powers of the Division of Defense Hous

ing Coordination and of the Coordinator
of Defense Housing.

minimum.

Bakfrsfleld, Calif
Dotlian, Ala

no
103

Permanent.
Do.
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ators and heat exchangers are not
allowed.

Water softeners are

allowed for

single units.

requirement is made for the submission
of proof of the availability of service
for installations of this type.
*

CIVILIAN DEFENSE . . .
educational film released by OCD
An instructional film entitled "Fighting

the Fire Bomb," describing methods of
combating incendiary bombs, prepared by
the Piotection Division of the Office of
Civilian Defense, has Just been released.
How to obtain films

*

The places from which clubs, fraternal
organizations, and similar groups may
obtain the film for the instruction of
their members, and the number of such

164 community recreation
centers provide "homes
away from home"

films available in each place are:
First Civilian Defense Region: Mr. Joseph

M. Loughlln, acting director, 101 Milk Street,
Boston, Mass., 52.

One hundred and forty-nine

com

munity recreation buildings are now pro

viding a place for wholesome fun for
our men in uniform and workers in war

production, according to an announce
ment from the Office of Defense Health
and Welfare Services.

These buildings and about 90 others

now In the process of completion were

made possible by Federal funds appro
priated under the Community Facilities
Act to help provide adequate recreation
in hard-pressed defense towns. They
make a home away from home for our
men in uniform and a community center

through which all local recreational
activities can be tied together for most
effective commimity organization.

Program organized in over 400 areas
Field recreation representatives of the
Office of Defense Health and Welfare
Services have helped organize recrea

Second Civilian Defense Region: Col. Walter
W. Metcalf, acting regional director. 111

Eighth Avenue, New York. N. Y.. 82.

Third Civilian Defense Region: Col. Augus

tine S- Janeway, acting director. 1554 Balti
more Trust Building, Baltimore, Md., 36.
Fourth Civilian Defense Region: Mr. Charles
H. Murchlson, director, 150 Hurt Building,
Atlanta, Ga.. 62.

Fifth Civilian Defense Region: Mr. Dan T.
Moore, director, 513 East Town Street, Colum
bus, Ohio, 22.

Sixth Civilian Defense Region: Mr. Raymond
J. Kelly, director, Room 2620 Civic Opera

Building. 20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago,
m.. 20.

Seventh Civilian Defense Region: Mr. Jos

eph D. Scholtz, acting director, 508 Grain Ex
change Building. 19 and Harney Streets.
Omaha. Nebr., 30.

Eighth Civilian Defense Region: Mr. B. E.
Smith, director. Majestic Building, San An
tonio. Tex., 29.

Ninth Cit;iZ:an Defeiise Region: Mr. Jack

Helms, acting director, 1385 Market Street.
San Francisco. Calif., 47.
U. S. NAVY

Station Industrial Building. Boston. Mass., 1.
Commander W. C. I. Stiles, USN (retd), 90
Church Street. New York City, I.

Capt. Julian H. Collins, DSN, (retd). Navy

tion programs in more than 400 areas,
ilie main emphasis in the promotion
of community organization has been to
stimulate and promote widespread com

Operating Base. Norfolk, Va.. 1.
Commander F. D. Pryor, USN (retd), c/o
Commandant. Sixth Naval District, Charles

munity initiative and responsibility.
the steps taken by com

munity defense recreation committees
to strengthen and expand their recrea
tional facilities are:
,
The renting, equipping, and staffing of
vaj'loua types of downtowu clubs and centers
for service men; opening up of churches and

their auxiliary buildings for leisure time
activities; using American Legion halls and
facilities of fraternal groups; using high
school and college gymnasiums and athletic
fields; using parks and playgrounds for pic
nics and social affairs; mobilizing bomea for
meals, rooms, and hospitality; establishing
downtown information centers; conducting
tours and excursions; and taking dramatic,
musical, and other entei'taiument talent
from the community Into camps, bases, and
Industrial plants.

Training Seetlon, Office of Civilian De
fense, Washington, D. C.. 31.
Total, 420.

The film for Alaska (4). Panama
Canal (2) and Hawaii (3) will be sent

by the Training Section to the War De
partment directly for transmittal to
these Territories.
★

★

★

Refer aliens' problems to
defense councils, says Landis
Regional Directors of the Office of
Civilian Defense were asked February 24
by Director Landis to call to the atten
tion of State and local defense councUs

problems arising in many communities
as the result of the discharge in industry
of loyal Americans who are either aliens
or citizens of foreign birth.

Every loyalAmericao needed
"We are imder the necessity In the

present emergency of using the servlcea
of every loyal American and the mera
accident of foreign birth should not lead
to discrimination," Dean Landis said.
Director Landis declared it is the policy
of the Federal Government not to dis
criminate in the employment of workers
in defense Industries because of race,
creed, color, or national origin. He

pointed out that only in the case of

Capt. Webb Trammell, USN (retd), North

Yard Station, Philadelphia. Pa.. 1.

Some of

31

★

How to fight incendiary bombs told in

Heatino

Steam or hot-water systems are al
lowed only for installations serving
two or more families—metal jackets
for boilers are not allowed.
In view of a contemplated limitation
of the use of natiaral or mixed gas, the

★

VICTORY

Capt. E. M. Woodson. DSN, (retd), Naval

ton. 8. C.. 1.

secret, confidential, or restricted Army
contracts or in the case of contracts for

airplane parts or accessories, must tho
employer secure permission from the
head of the Federal Department con

cerned for the employment of aliens.
*

★

*

Lt. Comdr. R. W. McReynolds, USNR, Fed
eral Building. New Orleans, 1.

Capt. W. F. Amsden. DSN. Naval Training
Station, Great Lakes, Dl., 1.

Capt. E. A. Lefqulst. USN. Naval Training

Dan T. Moore named director of
fifth civilian defense region

Station. Great Lakes, Dl.. 1.

Capt. H. O. Roesch. USN (retd), Naval

Operating Base. San Diego, Calif.. 1.

Capt. J. W, Lewis. USN. Federal Office
Building, San Francisco. Calif,. 1.
Commander E, W. Hoffman. DSN, United

Exchange Building. Seattle. Wash., 2.
Commandant, Tenth Naval District, San
Juan, Puerto Rico, 1.

Commandant, Fourteenth Naval District,

Pearl Harbor. Hawaii. 1.

Commandant.

Fifteenth

Naval District,

Balboa. Panama, C. Z., 1.

Commandant, V/ashlngton Navy Yard. 1.

Training Division. Bureau of Navigation, 1.
Commander Sam Singer. Office of Civilian
Defense, Washington. D. C., 8.

James M. Landis, Director of the Of
fice of Civilian Defense. Febniary 27 an

nounced the appointment of Dan T.
Moore, of Cleveland. Ohio, as regional
director of the Fifth Civilian Defense
Region to succeed Frazier Reams, of To
ledo. This area includes Ohio. Indiana,
Kentucky, and West Virginia.
Mr. Moore's services are being loaned
on a full-time basis by the Securities
and Exchange Commission.

c

★
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Landis urges ban in critical coast
areas on all lighting that can't be

OPA improving tire-ration
methods by studying factors
other than car registration

put out on a moment's notice

Since it first began the rationing of
James M. Landis, Director of the Office

of Civilian Defense, February 27 tele
graphed all regional directors of civilian

defense in coastal areas calling on them
to request States and communities to

take steps to obtain immediate blackout,
until further notice, of all lighting which
Is not capable of being put out at a
moment's notice in critical areas along
the Atlantic, Pacific, and Gulf Coasts.
This will involve the extinguishment of
all advertising signs, store window dis

plays, and similar lighting which could
not be controlled at once in the event of
an alert.

times in which the safety of the entire
community depends upon the coopera
tion of all of us and upon the willing
ness of each Individual to sacrifice his

own interests where that is necessary.
"I believe that each community will
recognize the seriousness of this prob
lem and will cooperate to the fullest
extent."
★

★

★

OPA finds cigarette ceilings
fair, continues them
Cigarette prices contained in Price

Hazard to civilian safety

Schedule No. 62, as Issued December 30,

"Unessential lighting of this charac

ter," Mr. Landis said, "is now a positive
hazard to the safety of the civilian popu

lation in coastal areas which may be
subject to enemy attack.
"I am requesting regional directors to
contact State and local defense coun

cils at once for the purpose of obtaining
their cooperation in the elimination of
all uncontrolled lighting.
"It is vital that this step be taken to
insure effective, immediate, total black
out of these vulnerable communities in

1941, and amended January 9, 1942, are
fair and equitable. Administrator Hen

derson said Febniary 27 after OPA's
completion of cigarette cost investigation.
"Accordingly," the Administrator ruled,
"the schedule as amended and prices con
tained therein are continued in effect."
On December 30, 1941, OPA issued its

temporary price schedule on cigarettes
stating in its preamble to that order that
"pending full Investigation, the Office of

tires and tubes on January 5, 1942, OPA
gradually has been revising the basis on

which quotas are allotted to counties.
Administrator
February 28.

Henderson

announced

At first, the only sound data available

to the OPA as a guide in detei-mining
quotas were the automobile and truck
registration figures and retail sales for
each county, Mr. Henderson said. As

there was no way to tell how many of the
registered vehicles would turn out to be

eligible for tire-purchase certificates, he
explained. OPA undertook surveys that
would enable it to anticipate local needs
and set quotas accordingly.
Purpose of these surveys Is to reduce to
a minimum the adjustments to special
situations that will be necessary once
quotas are established, the OPA Admin
istrator said.

Defense concentrations count
Factors other than registrations, the
Administrator said, are such things as
concentrated defense activities in cer

manufacturers thereof to those levels
prevailing on Piiday, December 26, 1941.

tain counties, seasonal operations such
as food harvesting and lumbering, and
stimulated mining operations in others.
As the OPA surveys develop information
on local requiiements, tire quotas are

the part of citizens in many communi

After completion of the studies underway,

made to conform with the Indicated

ties." Mr. Landis stated, "but these are

further action will be taken."

needs, Mr. Henderson said.

case of air raid.

"I know this may involve sacrifice on

Price Administration hereby limits the
price of all brands of cigarettes sold by
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